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FAVORED FOR VICE PRESIDENT

atic National
ntion Torn By
' Over Civil,

40 Counties Will
Send Farmers To
Substation Aug. 4-5
Visitors To Inspect Crops,
Pastures, Fruit And
Livestock During
Field Days

1
Last State Toll Bridge
To Be freed July 31
Frankfort — AP -- The
Rockport Iftddge over Green
river on U. S. Highway 62,
last of Kentucky's intrastate
toll bridges, will be open to
free traffic following public
ceremonies scheduled f o r
July 31, the Highway Depertment announces.
Gov. Earle C. Clements
and Highway Commissioner
will
Garrett L. Withers
speak at the free ceremonies
tentatively set for 2 p.m.,
according to Marshall Barnes,
Beaver Dam banker and
president of the U. S. 62
Association, who will act
as master of ceremonies.

Order

Honored Al Banquet
Hyla Mohon, well-known tele
phone company employe, was
given a retirement banquet and
party recently at the Henrietta
Hotel following 40 years of service with Southern Bell,
Mr. Mohon was presented a pin
with eight diamonds, one for
each 5 years, by F. R. Ellwanger,
division personnel supervisor.
He also received a platform
rocker from employes of the exchange and a life membership in
Kentucky Pioneers, an organization of employes with more than
21 years of service.
Approximately 50 guests were
present, including 'out-of-town
friends and company officials.
Attending were J. M. Sanders,
district manager, and G. W. Turner, district plant manager, of
Paducah, and Mr. Zimmerman,
district plant manager, Owens-
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Reeves Advises Nothing
Done About 1948 Levy
Can Affect 40-20
Boost For 1947

15 County Schools
To Open Monday

Church Host To
Training School

• . 2

Four Groups Favor
Tax Assessment
At State Average
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The "troubled innocents" was the apt
tag tied by Time Magazine to the youthful voting element seeking world peace
under the banner of Wallace's third party.
• Wallace's popularity is most apparent
in college groups, where conscientious but
politically immature students seek the
solution to world problems. Any straw
promising an understanding and peace
with Russia will be grasped.
Accustomed to accepting the opinions
of others in what is right and wrong, true
and false, possible and impossible, and
gullible from inexperience, many such innocents may accept Wallace's own word
that he is the new dove of peace.
Yes, Wallace can prevent war, but it
behooves those seeking protection in his
camp to know how. Wallace would prevent war by giving in to the ambitions
of the Soviet powers for the defacto rule
of us and the rest of the world. Can we

Colu mn

Summer's never one to hoard
See, her minted wealth is poured
Freely over vale and hill;
Summer's coin is quick to spill
dow,
Visible in light and shadow,
Summer, ever-welcome friend,
With your boundless store to

:eoetteregirsprdoovin.ietsurvreseofebPoisnte:steritsit:fpoodrolnri:aettdoiodniebbiasaucreascrceciocnoe
haveept
measures,

spend,
of time,
Careless
Child of rhapsody and rhyme,
Bless the loyal hearts that heat
Faster, and the eager feet
Quick to seek your winding

prodigal

suffer freedom, so lately and dearly reaffirmed on the battlefield, to pass from
our way of life. To do so wouldbe to deny
the heritage of generations. It is a terrible price to pay for peace. We would not
pat it 7*years ago, nor will we now.
Estimates on the Wallace vote in the
coming election run from a half million to
five million. Greatest harm possible is
disillusion and rude reawakening of those
trusting souls who put their faith in Wallace's judgement of his own ability.
The communists and fellow travlers are
not following Wallace to serve the nation;
they are subscribing to the party line
from Moscow. These quasi-treasonable
groups do not need our sympathy or guidance out of their own morass.
The "troubled innocents" need our help.
To them we must prove that demoracy is
its own bulwark against aggression.
(P. C. B.)
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Bring your children happy days!
Sydney King Russell
•
The salmon of British Columbia is the most valuable product
of Canadian fisheries, with lobster second; cod, third; halibut,
fourth, and herring fifth.
•
Due to the eveness of their
temperature, peat beds in Ireland are used as natural refrigerators for butter and other perishables.
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ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
has done a valuable and worthwhile thing
in giving fullest co-operation and support
to the State's new Agricultural and Industrial Development goard. This was
done at the meeting of the directors of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce at
Mammoth Cave last week. Also, the suggestion of H. Fred Willkie, who served
as chairman of the Postwar Planning
Commission under Gov. S. S. Willis, that
a way be found for the Chamber of Commerce to supplement the funds of the
State agency is a good one.
Gov. Earle Clements, who is tremendously interested in the work that is before this agency, explained the difficulty
in obtaining a man to work for the $5,000
offered for this $10,000 job.
One of the most important points about
the action of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce is that it is going to work in
complete harmony and co-operation with
the n e w Agricultural Development
Board.
Even in the case of the Postwar Planning Commission, which has made studies of many activities in the State, there
was some little duplication with the other
agencies similarly included, including the
Committee for Kentucky, State Chamber
of Commerce, Junior chambers, Committee for Economic Development and other
,organizations.
It has always been the opinion of The
Herald, freely expressed, that there is
so much work that ought to be done and

so much research, need for co-ordination
and planning and, more than anything,
for the final action to execute and bring
to completion any plans adopted that we
have never seen any ground for any conflict of purpose between or among any
groups workihg toward the same objective.
There is nothing that Kentucky needs
so badly as more income. We are thinking
of revenue to the State government,
though some of that will come as a result indirectly and eventually, but of income to the people in sales, payrolls and
purchase of raw materials and farm
products that are properly farmed and
not mined to the extent that they replace
themselves and increase their productivity
for the future.
The ground will grow so many things;
coal and other resources will make so
many things, and raw materials here are
v) abundant that this State ought to be
sitting on the top of he world. economically. But it isn't.
The Kentucky State Legislature envisioned steps toward such things as research, where needed; better marketing
methods, where needed; advertising campaigns, quality and standardized production and other measures to bring in some
additional income.
This agency, with proper backing from
the Chamber of Commerce and other organizations, can be made one of the most
vitally important in the State government.
(Lexington Herald)

Wasteful Road Repairing
By Ewing Glaloway
One of the biggest of all stories of
waste in Kentucky stares you in the face
nearly every day of your life — that is,
if you ride motor vehicles on our State
roads.
The reason you may have overlooked
this most obvious story of waste is that
most people take if for granted, give
little thought to it.
Let's begin with a blacktopping job I
saw with my own eyes recently. At one
end of a four-mile stretch, asphalt laid
several months ago had buckled so badly
it was hard to drive over. At the other
end a crew was surfacing a freshly recrowned gravel road. A very thin application of asphalt and limestone hadbeen
spread and loaded trucks running over it
had picked up the asphalt, leaving bare
dirt. I was told that the second application of asphalt and limestone had been
half inches thick. By the time this piece
of State road is finished it will be almost
ready for a repair crew.
Another example of poor construction
involving endless expensive repairs is Ky.
54, from Henderson to the village of Zion,
about 5 miles. This was a gravel road
constructed in the toll gate era. About
15 years ago the State blacktopped it. In
many places the bituminous surface was
laid on dirt. Today this road is all patches
and rougher than our gravel lane to our
farms. It has to be repaired every week
or so.
Henderson county has a State Highway boss and normally a crew of 17 men
employed regularly, using about $60,000
worth of equipment and spending quite a
bit of tax money for materials. Multiply
Henderson county by 120 and the penalty
we pay for poorly built roads is colossal.
We are spending millions to maintain
roads that should have been built right
In the first place. It is like putting on
your house a Poof that leaks the first
time it rains and has to be patched after
every subsequent wain.
Obviously the way to get roads that
will last is for the State Highway author/

ities to turn a deaf ear to clamor for
greater mileage and see to it that all
roads surfaced in the future are built
right. I am told State Highway Commissioner Garrett Withers is determined to
follow this policy. If he succeeds his fame
will reach to the four corners of the
nation.
•
Tribal custom decrees that all Navajo
Indian hogans (houses) must face east.
•
Women in the United States own nearly $40 billion of life insurance.
•
Women own about one-fifth of all the
life insurances in force in the United
States.
•
Andrew Jackson was nominated by the
first national party convention held in
the United States in 1832.
•.
At the close of the war, American merchant shipping reached 37 million gross
tons.
•
In Navajo Indian tribe, it is impolite to
ask a stranger his name because that is
his private possession.
•
Of the record 1947 U. S. wheat crop of
7.3 billion bushels, Kansas produced
more than one-fifth.
•
In normal times, most of the world's
mercury is supplied by Italy and Spain.
About four times as many men and
•
If a member of a Navajo Indian family
has a bad dream, the whole family often
will move its home.
Compulsory old-age insurance was first
adopted in Germany in 1883.
There are 10,000 miles of fishing
streams in U. S national forests.
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Glenn Farmer says Charley
White never did explain when
reporting on the Kiwanis Convention why those movie beauties began ending their lives as
soon as he had departed from
Hollywood.
*
*
*
As this is written the stage is
set at Philadelphia for the
speedy nomination of President
Truman as the Democratic standard bearer in November. He can
name his running mate; which
probably means the Vice Presidential nominee will not be
Barkley.
*
*
*
On my opinion, the second
spot for the senior senatot from
Kentucky would be an empty
honor this year . . . all signs, as
I read 'ern, pointing to a victory
for the GOP. Of course Senator
B. can and will keep his senate
seat . . . is likely to emerge as
majority leader again.
*
*
*
Down here in the Gibraltar
district the same old lethargy
which has been so evident the
last several years is still apparent and if there's any interest
in the coming primary, it is
among the professionals . .and
these are not saying much on
street corners. Virgil Chapman's
strategy seems to be to take it
comparatively easily in the primany and to put forth his big
effort in the period between
August and the general election;
this seens sound.
*
*
*
Many of Harry Lee Waterfield's staunchest supporters
hereabouts are for Chapman; and
the CIO Political Action Com*nittee's endorsement of John
Y. Brown last weekend will
send others into the Chapman
•

By W. B. Rogers
THE HEART OF THE MATTER, by
Graham Greene (Viking; $3)
Henry Scobie, an assistant police commissioner in British West
Africa, has an unhappy wife
Louise, a servant Ali, a job he
loves working with natives, and
above all, a deep, unshakable.
Catholic faith in heaven, hell and
God.
Though the community dislikes the homely, prissy Louise,
it has a great respect for Scobie
and believes he is incorruptible.
Then Greene treats him as Job
was treated; he tests his faith.
The captain of a Portuguese ship
offers him money. Yusef tempts
him. And finally with his wife
gone, he meets an. English girl
from a torpedoed ship and falls
in love with her.
It takes more than a deep, unshakable Catholic faith to stand
firm in these circumstances, or
St) it seems to Scobie. He wants
to avoid giving pain, he protests
with anguished honesty, and later explains with desperation:
"I want to stop giving pain."
He has given pain because his
love has turned wrechedly to
pity, to a barren residue of responsibility. And the one love
that mattered to him most, his
love of God, has led him to betray God.
Greene prefaces this Book-ofthe-Month selection with a quotation from Peguy: "The sinner
is at the very heart of Christianity." That is where Scobie Is
led, and we may share Father
Ronk's hope as expressed in the
angry question to which he is
aroused by the literal, unimaginative Louise: "Do you think
God's likely to be more bitter
than a woman?"
If Scoble's faith could not

camp.

BUY, TRY..

*
Princeton basketball fans who
went to Lexington Friday to see
the UK-O:lers p:ay the rubber
game of their pre-Olympics series said Don Barksdale, Negro
star of the Oakland, Calif., Bittners, was the reason our side lost
. . . before 14,000 Blue Grass enthusiasts.
*
*
*
The Kentucky team was 10
points in front with 12 minutes
to go and lost, 56 to 50, Bill
Sparks, Paul Cunningham and
Marvin Pogrotsky, Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong, their son Billy,
and
daughter, Nancy, were
among local fans who saw the
game.
Congressman Noble J. Gregory,
of Mayfield, is due in Princeton
this week to visit among the
voters in the interest of his candidacy for reelection to the
House. There are some signs that
Gordon, of Benton, has support
here . . . but those who have
had occasion to call upon Mr.
Gregory for service in Washington are etrong for his return to
duty there.
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*
Kelsey Cummins caddied for
me a few holes the other day.
and was charitable in his remarks about my game. This fellow recently surprised J. B. Lester considerably (not playing
golf) but the banker remained
unconvinced and wouldn't pay
the penalty of his bad judgment.
*
*
*
We can't help but agree with
the Southern newspaper that
says what the world now needs
in this modern age is more people who play checkers. (Tom
Underwood in the Lexington
Herald)
•
withstand temptation, it was
weak; but if his faith was justified, his sins Will not matter in
the final reckoning, the Catholic
Greene seems to be saying. Few
people can be ignorant of the
great statue of this author of
"The Man Within", 'The Pwoer
and the Glory" and other books.
This will add deservedly to his
reputation, in spite of the fact
that to me, though Scobie's problem is real, it is not made urgent. In the past I have read
Greene because I couldn't help
myself: now I read too much out
of respect for the author. Not
many writers today could do a
better novel. but Greene could.

Asbestos is a mineral of crystaline flexible fibers, resembling
spun glass.
• • •
Canada produces about 60 percent of the world's asbestos,
while the United State produces
something less than five percent.
• • •

Choose the Universal 'Jeep' for rugged
off-the-road service and as a general utility

More than 150 kinds of cheese
are made in the United States
and Europe.
• • •

beautiful colors

"freshly-painted"

vehicle for towing and hauling, for tractor
work, and as a self-propelled power-house
—it can go more places and do more jobs.

According to tradition Charlemagne had an asbestos tablecloth
that was cleaned by throwing it
into the fire.
• • •
Benjamin Franklin took an
asbestos purse with him to England in 1784 "to prevent money
from burning
holes in
his
pockets".
• • •
•

Best buy in horn
Sberwin-William
SWP now bring
lash a
yftsr ie
In its whiter,

\\Z

Select a 4-wheel-drive 'jeep'
Truck for your toughest hauling jobs—on or off the road,
up steep grades, through mud
and sand. Powered by the
famous 'Jeep' Engine and
built for dependable, ),
'round service, these trucks are
unsurpassed in performance
and operating economy.

The first transcontinental
ephone line was complete
1913.
• • •
cash register was
the United States
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REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those .
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrete them.
March 24, 1925. L. G. Cox
March , 1925. A charming -cornpliment to Miss Nell Prince, visited Mrs. Cox at the Jennie
whose marriage to Mr. Dique Stewart ifoapital
in Hopkinsvillei
Satterfield, of Princeton, took
Sunday,
and
her as getreports
place Saturday, was the miscellaneous shower given Tuesday ting along very nicely.
evening, February 10, by Miss
March 24, 1925. Mr. J. T. Mo
Gertrude Drennan, at her home,
219 N. Sixth St. The Valentine Donald and family of this city,
idea was carried out in the dec- attended the wedding of his neporations and dainty refreshments hew, Mr. Frank McDonald, at
served. The ices were moulded Evansville, Ind., which took place
in the shape of hearts. The hon- last week.
oree was the recipient of a numMarch 27, 1925. "My objection
ber of beautiful gifts. -.Paducah
to election", says Willis Martin,
Sun.
is 'that it takes too long to clear
March 13, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. the fences and telephone poles
Stegar Dollar accompanied their of defeated candidates' pictures.
little daughter, Eunice, to a
March 31, 1925. Mrs. L. R.
Memphis hospital Monday morning for treatment. Her illness, Willingham, of West Point, who
which was very mysterious, has has been working at the Princebeen diagnosed as typhoid fever. ton Lumber Co., office during
The many friends of little Miss the illness of Mrs. J. D. Stephens,
Dollar wish for her an early returned home Sunday.
recovery.
END OF THE EISENHOWER BOOM - Philadelphia firemen
April 24, 1925. Harry Joiner,
March 13, 1925. J. R. Kevil left of the Joiner Hardware Comtake down signs outside the hotel that housed the Eisenhower
headquarters in the campaign to nominate the general as the for Hot Springs, Ark., where he pany, is now driving a new
will spend several weeks for his Chevrolet touring car which he
Democratic candidate for president. The headquarters were
health. His many /friends hope represents in this city and counabandoned after the Columbia university president said he that he will be greatly benefited. ty. The Chevrolet is a pretty car,
would not accept the nomination if tendered. (AP Wirephoto)
and Harry says it's among the
March 20, 1925, The doors of best.
•IPOIMOONrIVISMorawafetieSsississurtnnoontneinsl tttttttttt ttttt
community recently purchased
Mrs. G. G. Harralson's home
a purebred Duroc boar and gilt
May 11, 1925. Mr. and Mrs
on West Main street will be
out of McCracken county.
thrown open for the public for Chester Holcombe and sons, DeBy JOHN 8. GARDNER
a Silver Tea next Thursday af- wey and Frederick, were called
Kentucky College of Agriculture
The local Farm Bureau reternoon, March 26, by the Grada- here from their home in Avon,
and Horns Economics
cently purchased a camera and dieMONSIMMNIMMINO1110111.10.1•191011111611811011110ttttttlonoloxelnoym tim, Book Lovers and Woman's N. Y., by the death of Dr. Shelequipment for making and showby, Mrs. Holcombe's father.
Club.
ing color slides. This equipment TIMMY TOPICS
Winter Potatoes: Those gar- to scraping or "scalping" just ment in a national cemetery and
will be used by the county extension personnel and others in- deners who were unable to plant deeply enough to uproot the provide a grave market.
Mountain, Sequoia or small weeds or to cut off at the
terested in agricultural educa- Green
Applications for any one of
tion to help promote the adop- Katandin potatoes, have one ground line those that have the four benefits may be progood
make
more
now
to
from
Also,
opportunity
headway.
made
tion of improved farming praccured from any VA office, from
tices. This equipment will help a possible next winter's short- on refrain from hilling or ridg- service organizations and from
age. This is to use Irish Cobbler ing, as hills and ridges waste chapters of the American Red
seed that has been kept on cold soil moisture.
Cross. Benefits are available only
storage. The deadline for plantwhen the veteran has been dising is July 25. This seed cannot
charged under conditions other
be obtained everywhere but ii
than dishonorable.
can be found in cities, where us• • •
ually proper seed potato storAppointment of Miss Olga C.
age exists.
Benderoff, of Cleveland, as actAs these potatoes are planted
ing chief in charge of the nursin what may become exteremely
ing division of the Veterans Adwarm and dry weather, seed
ministration in Ohio, Michigan
Trailers and houseboats do not
treatment with Semesan Bel is
and Kentucky was announced tourged. Also, to make the cut qualify as homes under loan gu- day by Deputy Administrator
faces "cork over", so ananty provisions of the G. I. Ralph H. Stone of the VA's triseed
"bleeding" does not occur, dust- Bill, Veterans Administration state branch office in Columing with sulfur is recommended. branch office officials in Colum- bus, 0.
Ten ounces of sulfur dusts a bus, 0., reiterated today.
A World War II veteran, Miss
Replying to numerous inquir- Benderoff joined VA four months
bushel. Sulfur also helps to prevent seed pieces rotting because ies, VA officials said trailers and ago as assistant nursing chief in
houseboats, although frequently the New York City branch ofof high soil temperature.
not
Soil preparation should be used as dwellings, are
fice. Formerly, she was assistant
thorough. The land should have "homes" within the meaning of director of nursing service at
ineligible
are
and
Bill
I.
G.
the
been kept continuously disked
University Hospital, Cleveland.
and dragged to save last win- for loan guaranty.
be
However, G. I. loans may
ter's moisture, and preferably
new land should be used from negotiated for trailers and housewhich no crop of any kind was boats if used for legitimate busiharvested this year. Potatoes ness purposes.
• • •
consist of well over 90 percent
Four specific benefits become
water.
upon the death of a
Beans: Against possible dry available
veteran of any war, it was pointweather in late July and August,
today by Veterans Adbean plantings now should be ed out
ministration branch office offiof the drought-resistors, US Recials in Columbus, 0.
fugee No. 5 or Logan. Seed is
VA is authorized to pay up to
not everywhere obtainable, but
uncover $150 for funeral and burial exmay
earnest effort
penses of a war veteran, prosome.
flag for burIrrigation: The question about vide an American
arrange for interwatering the garden is being in- ial purposes,

1HE GARDEN

NOWFAMOUS SWP HOUSE PAINT
BRINGS YOUR HOME

OF PRINCETON IN TIIE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS ON JUNE 30, 194B PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE
TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER 0101HE CURRENCY
UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED STATUTES
ASSETS
I. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash Items in process of collection
$ 808,657.92
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
1,371,500.00
guaranteed
338,940.95
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
55,775.00
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Federal
Reserve bank)
4,500.00
6. Loans and discounts (including $2,357.63 overdrafts) 974,127.34
7. Bank prernises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures $1.00
2.00
11. Other assets
75.53
12. TOTAL ASSETS

MAULED BY BEAR - Carol
Ann pomronkey
(a b o v e)
three-year-old daughter of a
forest ranger, was carried off
into the aroods and killed by a
bear in the isolated Marquette
National Forest near Sualt
Ste. Marie, Mich. The girl's
mother, Mrs. Arthur Pomrankey, told police officers that
she witnesssed the scene as the
bear lumbered out of the
woods and ran for the child
as she played on the front
porch of the cabin. The girl's
body was found a quarter mile
from her home. (AP Wirephoto)

Webb Has Success
New York - AP - American
sports fans can look forward to
a boxing championship or two at
the Olympic Games in LondonSpike Trebb is back as coach of
the team.
Webb, boxing coach at the Naval Academy, has coached seven
Olympic winners for the U. S.
since 1920 when the sports was
included on the Olympic's program. He had three winners in
1920, two in 1924 and two in
1932. The U. S. failed to win in
1936 when Webb didn't coach the
boxers. Among Webb's winners
were Eddie Eagan, light-heavyweight in 1920, now chairman of
the New York State Athletic
Commission; Fidel LaBarba, flyweight, in 1924 and Jackie
the
Fields, featherweight in
same year.
When a female hornbill is ready to lay her eggs, her mate
walls her inside the nest, built
inside a hollow tree.

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of indtviduals, partnerships, and cor$2,521,587.99
porations
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
408,468.60
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
62,112.04
16. Deposita of States and political subdivisions
281,062.40
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
62,603.03
19. TOTAL DEPOSITS
$3,335,834.06
23. Other liabilities
668.11
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES

$3,336,502.17

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves

$

75,000.00
75,000.00
42,078.57
25,000.00

29. TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS $3,553,578.74

MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for
other purposes
$ 459,000.00
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, as:
I, Henry Sevison, President of the above-named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
HENRY SEVISON, President
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 7th day of July, 1948.
Helen Wells, Notary Public.
My Commission expires July 14, 1949.
CORRECT-Attest:
Sam Koltinsky,
Chas. Ratliff,
Edwin Lamb, Directors.

Try Leader Classified Ads -- They get results!

AT PENXEY'S
NEW LOWERED PRICES ON ALL
BLANKETS IN JULY

Pay Little by Bilfte on lalwAgctrAyi!

creasingly asked, and the answer generally should be "No",
unless there is plenty of water
and unless watering each time
is done thoroughly, to soak the
ground at least to normal root
depth, 3 inches. Watering less
than that makes the roots rise
toward the soil's surface and if
discontinued, places the vegetables in an extremely awkward
situation.
Cultivation: This has been
said, but it bears saying again.
as the writer has been seeing
many dry gardens lately. Stop
working soil deeply, but tern
to show farmers all over the
county good profitable practices
that are being carried out by individual farmers in the county.
Fluffy warm imported cot.
ton and 5%cozy wool. Rose,
blue, green or cedar with
white plaid designs. Save.

Best buy in home protection, for over ao years ... dust's
Shetwin•Williams SWP House Paint! America's favorite,
SWP now brings you a great big extra bonus-beady that
last; afall year longer than heard
In its whiter, brighter whites-or in its cleaner, more
colors-SW P now gives your borne •
Iseautiful
licsblY-painted" look that stays on acid on!

All fine, soft imported cot=
ton in bright colors. 70a 80
inch single bed size. 2%
. it!
'
weight. Children love

Amazirig price To'r
. 5%ool
and 95% cotton ... wonderfully'soft..and Iant,but
light weight... 70','
80".'

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

1. ho deep

brush marks ...
to weak spots in the film!

5.%mortal samurai Whiter
whites ... brighter, more
beautiful colors!

2. Mnant-orntein This
new !ANT dries before
heavy dust can collect!

6.SAVO MOSS MONITI SWP
does nos require
repainting for years!

MONIST- FILM TN ICKNISSI

3.smootuti soaracal
SW P's smoother,glossier
surface doesn't grip dirt!
4.SILP-ClIANSINOI R•ing
keep SWP sparkling
'right and clean!

To Caldwell County Automobile
Drivers
The law requires you to have your new operator's license by August 1. Approximately 4,000
must be issued in Caldwell county. Please apply
at once for your new license at the office of the
circuit clerk, courthouse, Princeton, in person, by
proxy, or renew by mail, by mailing your 1947
-48 license, $1, and a stamped, self-addressed,
envelope to Circuit Clerk, Princeton.
MRS. LEONA TRADER
Caldwell Circuit Clerk

No reason en look one whit less
Pretty so long as Doris Dodson
designs junior maternity dresses
with you in mind! Adjustable
waistband, pretty (*mouth'se
bow,sleeves that carry eyes UPI
Beige/aqua; pink/blue; grey/
yellow Hope Skillman chambray. 9 so 17.
$14.95
Exclusive et

Cara long 72" it 90" in
50% rayon and 50% cotton
with lovely allover floral
design. 6 °dont

velvety-textured v ir gin
wool in 72"x90" extra long
double bed sue! 4 lbs. Not
luxury warmth. A new low
price! 6 colors. Guaranteed
MARIO Moth damage!
Buy Now on Lay-Away!

yiroolt6
luscious colors! Hugo

434 Ihs. of

&ft

x 90". suss 5 yr,gwaraatol,
against moth damage!

15.1
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in the
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Freectrn Train To Visit Paducah July 22

New UK Center Open
Offices of the University of
Kentucky's new Northern Center in Covington are now open
and more than 200 persons, including high school graduates,
business people, teachers, and
veterans, have requested ;information about it. A staff of two
full-time teachers will be employed to teach courses in history, English, mathematics, foreign languages, physics, chemistry, education, and accounting.
The center will operate on a semester basis and will open Sept.
14 for the fall term. Dr. W. C.
Wesley is the director.

OUR

AUTOON
!"APUTV

SALE

Every Saturday Beginning sit 10 X.

$2.00 If They Don't Sail
$10.00 If They Do Sell
Anybody can Sell - • •
. • Anybody Can

Buy

MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
Hopkinson*, Kentucky

The three greatest commercial
fishing grounds in the world are
near the coasts of northwestern
Eur op e, northeastern North
America and northeastern Asia.

Freedom Tram tarrying documents of
will be on display to the public.
Paducah is a July 22 stop on
the longest train tour in American history.
The tour began when the
American Heritage Foundation's
Freedom Train arrived in Philadelphia on Sept. 17 last year to
start its 33,000-mile year-long
trip to every state in the union.
The seven-car Freedom Train,
carrying 127 of the nation's
most priceless historic documents showing the foundations
and growth of American liberty, operates at all times as 3
special train.
The Freedom Train is, in essence, the spearhead of the
Foundation's program which
seeks to recreate awareness
among U. S. citizens of their
priceless heritage; and to urge
more active participation of all
citizens in civic affairs.
Prior to the visit of the train
to each community, a Week of
Rededication is held in which
citizens of all age groups rededicate themselves to the American heritage, and pledge themselves fb active observance of
their rights as citizens.
Since many of the documents
aboard the train are irreplaca•
ble, elaborate security measures

Paduca:1 July 22. More than one humlied dovunwnts of great

have been taken to insure their
safekeeping. A basic precautionary feature is the all-steel welded construction of the entire
train, and the heavy steel sheathing of the three windowless exhibit cars specially constructed
for the train tour.
A fire-extinguishing system
employing carbon-dioxide was
custom-'built and installed in the
exhibit cars. This system is entirely automatic and is activated
by means of a temperature-pressure device.
Tested protection for the documents has been obtained by the
extensive usage of a new type
of lucite plastic, rr anufactured
to meet Freedom Train requirements as specified by the documents' experts of the National
Archives and the Library of
Congress.
Every one of the valuable documents and books is placed between plastic sheets, which are
firmly anchored by bronze bolts
inside specially designed steel
cases. These cases are covered
with shatterproof double glass
sheets and are imbedded into
plate steel walls with uniquely
designed security screws.
Each plastic "envelope" pro-

tecting a document is one-half
inch thick on both sides. The
plastic, which is clearer than
glass, is also fire-resistant, water-resistant and shatter-resistaht.
Freedom Train's running
schedule was planned so that
All
speeds are unnecessary.
jumps are short—none longer
than from supper to breakfast.
The train's maximum speed never exceeds 50 miles an hour.
While en route the train is accorded high priority security
measures.
A total of forty-one crew members is aboard Freedom Train.
Of this total, twenty-seven are
United States Marines assigned
to guard duty, a picked group
with ontstanding records. Lt.
Col. Robert F. Scott is in command.
Most of the documents aboard
Freedom Train have heretofore
never been taken from their permanent place of safe-keeping.
For the most part, custody of
the papers belongs to the Library
of Congress. The National Archives, the State Department, and
the War, Navy and Treasury
Departments. Many private collections, notably the Rossenbach

Collection of early American
memorabilia, are also well represented.
The day-to-day operation of
the train during its year-long
tour is under the supervision of
Train Director Walter H. S.
O'Brien, representing the American Heritage Foundation. The
railroad director for the coordination of all railroad activities
for the Foundation is Alfred E.
Rowe.
In addition to the usual maintenance crew, a documents expert is aboard to check the condition of the manuscripts. The
train's air-conditioning system
has been so designed as to provide maximum protection to the
historic papers.
The exhibition cars supplied
by the Pennsylvania Railroad
are without windows as they are
entirely covered, inside and out,
with steel plating. The exterior
of the cars is painted white with
horizontal blue and red stripes.
Superimposed on the stripes in
large letters are the words
"Freedom Train."
The rest of the Freedom Train
consists of an equipment car
supplied by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad,

carrying a power plant for air
conditioning and other needs, and
three Pullmans loaned by the
Pullman Company for the train
staff.
The two-thousand horse powlocomotive,
er Diesel-electric
"Spirit of 1776", was donated by
the American Locomotive Company and the General Electric
Company.
The design of the train, notably the exhibit cars, the special
cases, the lighting and the interior and exterior color schemes,
is the work of Edward H. Burdick, prominent iridustrial designer.
nstruction and
The train rec,
the execution of the design were
done by the Pennsylvania Railroad, Wilmington shops, and the
Adjutant General's War Department Display Section, respectively, under the direction of Stanley G. Somers.
The Freedom Train, sponsored
by the attorney general of the
United States, is financed by the
American public and. conducted
by the American Heritage Foundation, a non-profit, non-partisan
organization representing business, labor, community and national groups.

Boothill Graveyard Inspires
Tombstone, Ariz. Epitaphs in
Boothill Graveyard here tell
some of the story of early Tombstone—the town "too tough to
die".
President Truman gave national prominence to the western lore of the cemetery when
he paralleled his White House
efforts to the life of a cowboy
whose headstone redds, "Here
Lies Jack Williams. He done his
damndest".
Many of the original epitaphs
of the men who died with their
"boots on" were collected by
souvenir hunters before a watch
was kept over the graveyard.
Boothill's first group of graves
mark the climax of the famous
Clanton-Earp feud which ended
with blazing gun play 67 years
ago. The single marker reads:
"Tom McLowery, Frank McLowery, Bill Clanton—`Murdered on
the streets of Tombstone'." That's
the quoted opinion of Clanton
symphasizers.
Then there's George Johnson
who had a sad demise. He was
—"Hanged by Mistake", or so
his marker reads. Other hangings weren't accidental with an
1884 head board attesting to the
legal execution of Dan Dowd,
Red Sample, Bill DeLaney, Tex
Howard and Dan Kelly. Trial of
the five, accused of killing four
townspeople during a holdup,

>9x,-

was conducted legally but mob
justice had its say.
"Died of Wounds" ends one
man's story, with "Ambushed by
Apaches" and simply "Killed by
Indians" vividly telling another
Western history chapter. Dumped unceremoniously in his final
resting place, a cowboy's epitaph
tells of his death: "John Blair.
Died of smallpox. Cowboy
throwed rope over feet and
dragged him to his grave."

Memo To UK Alumni
Miss Helen King, executive
secretary of the University of
Kentucky Alumni Association,
announces that any U. K. alumnus who pays his 1948-49 dues
prior to July 31 may apply between July 10 and July 31 for
two season tickets for Kentucky
home football games. Applications should be made direct to
the U. K. Athletic Association.

The adding machine was invented by a Frenchman in 1642.

The absorbing Story of a Triumph of Truth!
LAVE \
SCREEN AT PLAY
Ot4 IRE
PULITZER
rir
THE ROCKEDPRIZEADWAY
BRO
YEARS!
IHAT
SOLID
FOR IV40
* 41

ONE-UNIT HEARING AID
Forget old-style hearing aids. The OneUnit Beltone banishes all their familiar
discomforts. No more big, bulky, separate battery packs ... dangling battery wires. No painful harsh noiaes,
hollow undertones, "static". Learn today how much better, more clearly,
happily, you can now really heart

Paul Morton, Spec. Rep
Lynn Grove, Ky.

.r.1.1'0144b:

Box 727

HEARING SERVICE
ruttiest', Ky.

Please send one. without root or obligation the
“ a,.not
new FREE: booklet nf Interr.ting Ist,
DISAFNILSSANLI HOW 100VILRCONIL IT.

(Incorporated)
exclusively yours

80./Atied./17„
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July 22 - 23

GAY.-.. GLORIOUS... SENTIMENTAL!

_

MICKET

You'll hardly believe it when you see
the beautiful
ironing results this low
priced, but highly efficient portable
,nner will give youl
automatic— one control, operated
by hand or knee! So small yoii can
store it
conveniently. hut it handles a
loll 5'iS
ironing job. Relieves you
Iron ironing
drudgery.

ee SURGICAL WV

REMARKABLE FEATURES
Portable . . . soli 33 na. •
Wangle towel • Ttismiortat
.IS 110111111V Inches of Iron surface • Chrorna KAM s••• •
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Bright lead the third In the
county will contribute approxiseries of union evening meetings
mately $3,000 for promotion of
being held during July and
.stomas Brennon
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Scouting this year. Madisonville
,August.
Funeral services for Thomas
raised $2,000 in a campaign reA picnic for the entire Church
T h e congregation
heartily
Brennon, 75, of Lamasco, were School will be given
cently complete. George Taylor,
Thursday welcomes all visitors, who may
of Central City, reported Muhlattend the regular morning wor
held Thursday morning, July 6, afternoon, July
Plan Work Of Council
W. Orbie
22, at Kuttawa.
enberg District will raise more
ship services.
Mitchell
at St. Paul's Catholic Church, Transportation
For
Year;
Discus
s
will be provided
Named
2,200
set
for
1948.
goal
the
than
------Director For
Princeton. Mr. Brennon died those who need
it. All mem PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Budget
J. Phillip Glenn, of Kuttawa, reAlcohol Beverage
July 7 at his home in Lyon coun- bers of all departm
Old Madisonville Road, Rev,
ents will be
(More than 40 men attended a ported that the Three Rivers
Frankfurt — AP -- CO
ty, Services were conducted by expected to
bring picnic lunch William E. Cunningham, pastor.
meeting of the Western Kentuc- District, including Lyon, Living- ment of
W. Orbie `.•
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
the Rev. George Boehmicke.
ston, Crittenden, and Caldwell
and meet at the church at 3
ky Area Council, Boy Scouts of
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
counties would meet its objec- Princeton, former
Surviving are his widow and o'clock. Swimming, games and
America, at the George Warren tive.
Young People's Service 6:00
Caldwell county, as
contests will provide entertainthree grandchildren.
dir,
Hogg Memorial Boy Scout Camp
With the Character Chest of field agents for
Interment was in the Gray ment. Teachers and visiting
the
last
Thursda
Evangeli
y
stic
Service
night.
Those who Owensboro and the Community of
7:30 p.m.
workers of the Laboratory TrainCemetery, Lamasco.
Alcohol Beverage
Wednesday evening
visited the camp had an oppor- Chest of Henderson contributing
prayer
ing School will be guests.
announced Tuesday. Cow,
tunity to see Scouts enjoying a approximately half the funds reThe membership of this church service 7:00 p.m.
Mr. Mitchell
C. W. Collie
program of Scoutcraft, swimm- quired to meet the Council budreplace!,
Saturday, Evangelistic service
will worship at the Central
C. W. Collie, retired Louisviling, boatiog, rifle instruction, and get, and with the towns of Cal- Hobson, Louisville Rep,
Presbyterian Church Sunday 7:90 p.m.
The
le optometrist, was buried in
appoint
ment is eft
other activities in which Scouts houn, Livermore, Beaver Dam,
evening and hear the Rev. J. P.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Thursday, July 15.
Cedar Hill Cemetery, Princeton,
at camp are participating,
Hartford and Hawesville also
The
new director
Saturday morning.
710 Evening Worship.
Mrs.. JOsie Waggoner Collie, two
The various operating commit- contributing, Mr. Solinger reportten,
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Mr. Collie, a former resident sons, A. B. and Charles W., Jr..
tees of the Council held meet- ed prospects were excellent for Caldwell sheriff from 1
1942,
when
of Lyon county, died Thursday, of California, and a brother, Van BARBEE MEMORIAL
he
joined
ings during the afternoon. Rev. the Council to reach its goal of
the
al—Alcohol Tax Unit
July 8, of a heart attack in Buren Collie, of St. Petersburg, CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. Edward Cayce, chairman of $26,000 this year.
as a
investig
Louisville, where funeral servic- Fla.
J. P. Bright, Pastor
ator.
As
an invest'
the Organization and Extension
Council members, friends and
NEW INDIAN AND BOSS — Leroy
Sunday School, 9:45
es were held.
His first wife, who died short(Satchel) Paige, negro Committee, stressed importance guests enjoyed a chicken dinner, he was stationed at Le
hurler
signed
Ethridge
C.
Owensb
He is survived by his widow, ly after their marriage, was the
, Supt.
by the Cleveland Indians, grips a baseball while of "streng
oro and Paducah.
thening the member- prepared by the camp staff and
he discusses his new role with 'Tribe Preside
Evening Worship, 7
Last year he left the
former Miss Macie Rice, of Lyon
nt Bill Veeck, in ship of our present Cub Packs served in the dining hall. After
A.
Midweek Worship, Wednes- Cleveland. A tall slim righthander, Paige has
county.
been with the and Scout Troops, as well as our the dinner, an Executive Board and became a fireman for
John Darnell
day,
Kansas
7
p.m.
Illinois
City
Monarch
Central
s
for
about
6 years. Veeck said he was responsibility to make Scouting Meeting was
John B. Darnell, 64, died SunRailroad.
held, presided over
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8 signed after "we searched the count in search
Recounting
day at his home near Lewistown. J. E. Newberry
of a capable available to more boys."
experiences
by M. J. Crafton, of Owensboro, sheriff, Mr,
pitcher.
"
i
(AP
P.m,
Wirepho
to)
Services were conducted MonMitchell said
Ted Solinger, Owens b or o, Council president. Frank Delker,
Jessie E. Newberry, 73, a
You will find a welcome at all
once seized a still in dry
day by Rev. Tom W. Collins at farmer of Crittenden
chairman of the Council Finance Jr., Henderson, treasurer for
9:45 Sunday School
county, services.
tho
down
same to a sugar tree
well county and confisca
the Lewistown Christian Church. near Fredonia, died Friday.
Committee, read reports from Council, gave a report on
10:45 Morning Worship
Burthe fi- gallons of
on S side of creek, thence S
moonshine. The
Burial was in the Lance Nichols ial was in the Caldwell
those present as to the amount nancial operation of
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Springs
the Council U. later describe
d that
3 poles to the beginning, concemetery.
of funds raised by each district from June 1,
7:30 Evening Worship
church cemetery.
1947, to May 30, the largest made
in
in the Couticil this year. William 1948, showing receipts
taining three acres more or
and dis- the last 10 years, he Kentue
C. Davis, Earlington, reported bursements, which include
said.
FIRST BAPTIST
less.
d $4,H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Being the same land conveyed the coal companies of Hopkins 341 for camp improvements.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
to the plaintiffs by C. R. Baker
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
and wife by deed dated Oct. 28,
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
1947, record in deed book 80,
page 210 Caldwell County Court
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Clerk's office. And the same land
METHODIST
heired by the defendants, Charles
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor Ray, Ronnie Ray, and
Gloria J.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Ray from the estate of M. J. Ray
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M. deceased, affidavit of desent
of
Evening Worship 7 P.M.
record in deed book , page
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
office.
SLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
There is reserved and will not
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will be sold nor conveyed at this sale
preach at Blue Springs Baptist a /
1
2 (half) interest in and to oil
Church Sunday morning at 11 and gas under aboved described
o'clock, it was announced thie land.
Said sale is being made for the
week.
purpose of division among heirs.
The purchaser will be required
to give bond with good personal
security for the payment of the
FAMOUS 15 DENIER "51'S"
State Of Kentucky,
rchase money, payable to the
Caldwell Circuit Court:
ter Commission, bearing 6%
(extremely therir 15 denier 51 gauge nylons)
Clem Ray, Loretta Ray, his iriterest from date
until paid, haywife, Plaintiffs,
4g the effect of a Judgment
or
It's something to shout about! Those
Vs.
plevin bond, on which execuCharles
Ray,
Age 8, Ronnie
n may issue at maturity, with
wonderful, extremely sheer 15 denier
Ray, Age 6, Gloria J. Ray, Age
ien reserved for the payment
Humming Bird 51's ... dramatic
5, infants; Corean Bronson, Statuereof. Said sale will be made
new colors ... superbly knit, always first
tory Guardian for Charles Ray, op a credit of
six months.
Ronnie Ray, and Gloria J. Ray.
in quality ... a new extra value
r
Amy Frances Littlepage,
In EQUITY
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
for you now in our hosiery
By virtue of a judgment of the Attorney, C. R.
Baker
department at $1.95 a pair!
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
inceton, Ky., July 14, 1948 3tc
the above entitled cause at the
June term, 1948, the undersigned
will on: Saturday, the 31st day
of July, 1948, being County Court
day, between the hours of 1 p. m.,
and 2 p. m., at the Courthouse
door in Princeton, Ky., ,proceed
to expose to public sale to the
highest bidder the following
property:
Three certain tracts, pieces or
parcels of land lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky on
the waters of Donaldson Creek
and boundedlas follows:
First tract is same tract
conveyed to J. C. Ray, by Z.
H. Ray by wife by deed dated March 3, 1903, now of
record in deed books 43, page
179, proper officer which
deed is referred to for metes
and bounds and containing
551
/
4 acres be the same more
or less.
Second tract beginning on
a sugar tree one. of the original corners N 11
/
2 E 361
/
4
poles to a sugar tree 63
/
4 W
301
/
4 poles to a stake or stone
in T. A. Blackburn's line
with same N 881
/
2 W 1091
/
2
poles to a stone in Brown's
line thence S 23 W 341
/
2 poles
to mouth of spring branch
thence down creek with middle of channel general course
S 59 W 45 poles to black oak
at mouth of ditch (gone)
stone in lieu Thereof thence
'BUTTERMILK FRENCH TOAST
with Walker's line S 661
/
2E
351
/
2 poles to stone also to
4 eggs, 2 cups buttermilk, pinch salt,
Jennie Calverts lot No. 5,
10 slices bread, butter.
with same S 883
/
4 E 54 poles
to beginning and containing
Beat eggs slightly, stir in buttermilk
47 acres more or less.
and salt. Pour into flat shallow dish.
Third Tract, beginning at
a stake in Melissa Clift line
Dip each slice of bread into the above
with same to a stone in
Brown's line with previous
mixture turning and allowing time so
linwN 23 E 42 poles to a stake
that
both sides take up liquid. Fry
thence E 2 poles to a white
oak on N. bank of creek
slowly in butter until brown on both

Adult Scouters
Visit Boys' Camp
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KIDDIE'S SANDALS.
All Leather
White, Red and Brawn
Sizes 8 1-2 to 12

'2"

Finkel's Fair Store

Humming Bird 30 Denier Nylons . . $1.35 a pair

Out summer check-up puts your car in better
shape for summer driving. We check your car
thoroughly... speedily, efficiently ... We pickup and deliver. All little extras that mean so
much.

sides. Serve with butter.
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•er-Hortigan
Mrs. Floyd Poindexi. announce the mar
daughter, Leta
Earl H. Hartigan,
and Mrs. Henry Hartogle ring ceremony
ined July 4 at the
.e Rev. L. J. Knoth,
Coy Mitchell was maid
, and Mr. Mitchell servman. Attendants were
Lovelace, of Salem,
Sybil Knoth, Louis,
wore a model of
crepe with white acand white carnation.
hair. Mrs. Mitchell wore
black accessories.
Rartigati is a veteran of
War IL
ing the ceremony, the
parents entertained with
supper.

bunion
a family reunion
at the home of Mr. and
Omar Cook, Friendship,
and Mrs. Isaac Mcand children, Mr. and
ley Corley, of Princeand Mrs. William A.
ad son. Mr. and Mrs. R.
and baby, Mrs. Jessie
, Mr. and Mrs. Billie

*Pays up to $5,00
rnia, Scarlet Feve
or Encephalitis, so
.
$500.00 in cash s
accidental injuries
!
Round-the
-Clock
!Your choice of Do

Yield: 10

slices. Five to six servings.
'This recipe makes a French toast of
excellent and unusual flavor and is
an economical way of using up leftover bread.
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AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
FOOD STORE,
OR PHONE 161
Ibis mellow-toned plastic beauty
looks smart in any home setting.
Front, sides and rear are equ•ly aft
tractlse AC-DC
Slop in lc.•loot and •tiettn.
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A
and Mrs. Houston Kirk and Mr.
and Mrs, Dallas Stalon, Marion
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Orton, Hop
kinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Denzil
Orton and son, Donnie, of Dawson Springs R. R. 3; Mr. and

at Maple Avenue
, Miss Hazel Lewe bride of Kirby
son of Mr. and
homes, of Crider.
y , was performed Mrs. Winfrey
1.-lighted altar of ford Hogan.

Croft and Stan-

'ceremony, Miss
"
rspoon sang "Al- B&PW Picnic
Thirty-one members of the
! ing the ceremony
•
softly played Business and Professional Women's Club attended a picnic
a daughter of Mr. and business meeting at Kutohnson Lewis of tawa Springs Monday night.
re a two-piece egg- Present were Mabel
McLin, Elizs corsage of white
abeth Gray, Elliot Brown, May
er accessories were
Blades, Virginia McCaslin, CharlChomas served his ton Gresham, Mary Loftus, Julst man, and Miss ia Martin, Ethel French, Virgie
was her sister's Barnett, Lillian
Pruett, Wilma
r. Miss Butler wore Vandiver, Virginia Morga n,
ck and white acces- Mary Wilson Eldred, Robert Lee
corsage of white Beck, Mary Dancie and
Virginia
iss Loretta Lewis, Hodge, Leona Trader,
Ree I.
of the bride, was Engelhardt, Hallie Over be
y,
Douglas
rt. Master
Rena Hobby, Lillia B. Childress,
ring bearer.
Audie Green, Berdie Moore, Luthe wedding, a re- cille Hammons, Busch Cummins,
held at the home of Elizabeth Rogers, Carwin Cash,
parents, and after Virginia
Morgan
Arney
T.
hree-tiered wedding Rawls and Dorothy Ann Davis.
Miss
tty Butler and
Mrs. Richard Parker, MiddlesBoyd served punch boro, was a guest.
of friends and relabride and bride-

Lottie Moon Circle

-Hartigan
rs. Floyd Poindexannounce the mar.
eir daughter, Leta
. Earl H. Hartigan,
d Mrs. Henry Hartgle ring ceremony
ed July 4 at the
Rev. L. J. Knoth,
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re

Mrs. L. E. O'Hara returned
Sunday from Richmond, where
sli6 visited her daughter, Mrs.
Al. Thomas Page, and family.
She was accompanied there by
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Rice, Jr.,
414_4.94.r- 1195*4..
SY ragUAC N.
Phone
Y., who had been Visiting the
O'Haras and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Rice, Sr., of Owensboro.'
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorroh and
son, Jimmy, attended the UKMr. and Mrs. Paul Johnston, Oilers basketball game at the
Louisville, and Dr. and Mrs. University of Kentucky, Lexington, Friday night.
James Salato, Syracuse, N. Y.,
.pent last week-end with Mr.
Mrs, H. We. Claiborne, Dallas,
and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, W. Main Tex., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
street.
Leo Walker, on Hopkinsville
Road.
• • •
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Philip O'Hara, of
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Taylor,
Kn axville, Tenn., were recent
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Claud...! Highland Ave., returned Sunday
B. Wood, Linwood Farm.
from Atlanta, Ga., where they
days with their daugnspent
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood ter, Mrs. R. L. Putman, and Mr.
spent last Wednesday in Nash- Putman.
• • •
!Ile, 1 enn,
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Cavanah.
and Mr. and Mrs. W
Chicago,
Miss Connie Brasher spent E.
Davis, Paducah, were guests
Sunday
with
Miss
Dorothy of friends and relatives here
Brasher, in Fredonia.
Sunday.
• • •
Master Warren
S
Gary and HarMiss Rosa Nell Wood and moriet Hobgood, of Hopkinsville, ther, Mrs, S. L. Wood, of Marspent several days this week ion, visited relatives here last
week-end, enroute from Mamwith Mrs. Gary Hobgood.
moth Cave where they spent
• • •
several days.
Mesdames Arney T. Rawls
• • •
and May Blades and Miss Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson
Lee Beck will leave Saturday and daughter, Brenda K., have
for Lexington where they will returned to their home in Dejoin All-Amtrican Tours for a troit, Mich., after a visit to his
trip to Niagara Falls, New York mother, Mrs. Lena Johnson, N
City and other points in the Donivan street, and other relaEast.
tives.
• • •
• • •
Mrs. Richard Parker, MiddlesMesdames Conway
Lace y,
boro, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Gordon Glenn and Jim Walker
H. C. Moore, N. Seminary street. soent last Tuesday night in
• • •
Central City with Mrs. E. Y. B
Miss Audie Green, Murray, at- Foster, the former Marguerite
tended the B&PW, picnic at Joiner.
Kuttawa Springs Monday night
• • •
and spent the night with Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McVirginia McCaslin.
trip
took
a motor
Gough
• • •
through southeastern Kentucky
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Smith, and parts of Tennessee last
Wingo, visited
friends here week, returning home Sunday.
• • •
Monday.

Mitchell was maid
d Mr. Mitchell servan. Attendants were
Lovelace, of Salem,
.vbil Knoth, Louiswore a model of
epe with white acd white carnations
Mrs. Mitchell wore
lack accessories.
an is a veteran of

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. W. E. Willis Tuesday night, July 6, with 10 members present.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. W. E. Willis. Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby had charge of the program, assisted by Mrs. Robert
Jacob, Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan and
Miss Mary Wilson Baker.
Present were Mesdames Cecil
Smith, R. W. Willis, Robert Jacob, Gordon Glenn, Claude Koltinsky, Frank Wilson, Alvin Lisanby, Mina Tom Ryan, Misses
Mary Wilson Baker and Melville
Young.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
Cecil Smith, served a plate
lunch, after which the meeting
adjourned to meet in August.

H

ousehold Hints

the ceremony, the
In the 17th century the French
nts entertained with
stored
clothes in wooden noses
upper.
along with a few pine cones.
• • •
Cracks in the floor where lint
union
a family reunion and loose hairs from pets may
he home of Mr. and collect can form lava nurseries.
• • •
Cook, Friendship,
rid Mrs. Isaac Med children, Mr. and
Corley, of Princed Mrs. William A.
n. Mr. and Mrs. R.
d baby, Mrs. Jessie
r. and Mrs. Billie
Mounds. Ill., Mr.

Moth eggs do not lie dormant
during the cold months and
hatch in the spring.
• • •
In a modern, heated building
as many as four generations of
moths can be produced in a
year.

Pe/Liana/4

• • •
Mr. W. D. Armstrong was a
business visitor in Lexington
Saturday.
• • •

Pfc Irvin Ralph Merrick has
returned to camp in New Jersey
after a visit to his mother, Mrs.
Mattie Merrick, of the Hopson
community,
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Smith and
sons, Al and Bill, returned to
their home in Denver, Cola,
Wedneaday, after a visit to her
mother, Mrs. C, A. Woodall, and
Mr. Woodall, S Jefferson street.

Mr. and Mrs. L. R. English
have returned from a vacation
in Detroit, Mich.
s • •
Miss Ambie Lorene Merrick
has returned to her home in Detroit, Mich., after a visit to her
mother, Mrs. Mattie Merrick, and
other relatives.
• •
Mrs. Fred Foy and little granddaughter of Mayfield, are spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Word, Madisonville
street, and visiting other relatives here.
• • •

• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Holsapple, Hearst, Ill., spent last weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Fralick.
•
• • •
Mrs. Launce Knight, of Corpus Christi, Tex., and daughter
Mrs. Buckley Wright, who h
recently returned from a
Mrs. C. E. McCullough and
years' stay in Cartegena, Colum- son, Gary, of Symryna Beach,
bia, have returned to Corpu Fla., are visiting her mother,
Christi after visuang Mr. an Mrs. Henry Keeney, and family.
Mrs.-. George Pettit, Mrs. Dukt Miss Clemma Joyce Keeney will
Pettit and in Marian tetifi Padu return home with them for g
cah. Mrs. Wright will leave so visit.
for Maracaibo, Venezuela, wher
• • •
Mr.
. Wright is with Mene Grand, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
Oil Co.
spent several days in Frankfort
this week.
• • •
First Lt. Aar; E. Ray, arm
nurse of Hot Springs, Ark.,
W. H. (Bill) Davis and little
visiting her niece, Miss Ev daughter. Martha, of Honolulu,
Thompson, N. Jefferson street. spent last week with his parMr. and Mrs. Ralph Randolp ents, Mr. and Mrs George Davis,
were visitors in Hopkinsvill Franklin street. Other visiors in
Monday.
the Davis home during their
• • •
visit were Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Mrs. Howard J Corbin and Bob Davis and
Mr. and
Downing are visiting his parent- daughter, Gayle, all of Evansin Butler, Pa.
ville, and John Earl Davis, of St.
Louis, Mo.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Simons
and son, Jon, will return to Oak
Ridge, Tenn., Sunday after a
two weeks' visit to her parents, Adr. and Mrs. David Stallings, 'Nnd other relatives in the
Lewistown community.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. King, Winchester, are guests of Mr. ann
Mrs. Lawrence B. Sims end Miss
Robbie Sims, Route 3. Mrs. King
is the former Mary Bet Sims,
of Princeton.
• • •

ou Want ...
FINEST MEDICAL CARE
... for Your Children
THIS NEW PLAN...

Mesdames Sam Koltinsk y.
Claude Koltinsky and E. R. Koltinsky and Miss Flora Jane Koltinsky spent Monday in Evansville.

NOW you can pt
Pays up to $5,000.00 for the treatment of Poliomyelitis, Leukemia, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, Small Pox, Spinal Meningitis, or
or Encephalitis, suffered by your child.

VICTOR

$500.00 in cash should your child be accidentally killed or suffer
accidental injuries that result in loss of life.

as low as $12022!

protection.
choice of Doctor, Osteopath, and Hospital.

Round -the-Clock
Your

Here Is Something

At This Low Cost
Your Children Can Enjoy
this Essential Protection . .

Sickness strikes without warning.
Epidemic sickness spreads to rich
and poor alike. When your child
is stricken you will do everything
ou can to provide expert
care
Will it be TOO LATE?

Choice of 10-key or full keyboard models at same low price.
Totaling capacity, one cent less
than ten million dollars.

TORE

DON'T DELAYPROTECT TODAY!

Arnold Buckalew,

anY

Agent
Phone 503-J

$10.00 per year
for two or more dependent
children

United Benefit Lite Insurance Company is
One of America's Foremost Life Companies
More than $600,000.000.00 of Insurance in
Force
One of 9 Life Insurance Companies Licensed
in All 48 States.
Claim -paying Offices in All Principal Cities

Full line of famous Victor
Adding Machines. All purpose hand or electric models
to add, subtract, multiply
and compute Credit Balance. Fully guaranteed
one year. Liberal trade-hi
allowance. Call for a demonstration TODAY!

Howard D. Happy
Co.
Hopkinsville

Mrs
Sunday
Robert
nck, in

Myrtle Dunning spent
with her daughter, Mrs.
Fralick, and Mr. FraFredonia.

Mr. and
and son,
Mich., are
Mr. and
Route No.
-t,was

Mrs. Howard
Ronnie, of
visiting his
Mrs. N. I.
3.

Of Better Women's Apparel!
Sprnag and Summer

Dresses

Dresses

Entire stock of crepe dresses
. Mostly dark shades .. .
Navy blues and blacks ... A
few prints ... Real bargains
You'll buy several.

Entire stock of Summer cotton dresses reduced for
quick clearance . . . Plenty
of styles . . . See them today! Sizes 12 to 46.

$6.95

$5.95,

up

ot ton

Spring

Junior Dresses

Suits

Your Junior dresses, made
by Doris Dodson, Annie
Laurie, June Fox or Berkley Jr., now reduced . . .
Plenty of styles . . . Plenty
of colors
Sizes 9 to 15.

Large group spring suits...
Clever new styles in pastel
colors . . . Stripes or dark
shades . . . Sizes 9 to 15 12 to 20.

$10.95

$5.95

up

up

Percale

Cotton

Blouses

Drestes

Cool, crisp cotton blouses...
Lots of pretty styles . .
You'll want several at these
prices . .. Sizes 32 to 38.

Large group of eightysquare count percale dresses
greatly reduced . . Sizes
12 to 16.

$3.00

$1.95

up

Corette Slips
Special priced group of
theserous Corette tailor
ed sli ... Buy several .
Size( 31-33-35. Were $4.95Now

SHOP EARLY

$2.65
Shorts
Bathing Suits

Large assortment of styles
and materials . . . Pastel
colors . .. whites or blue Sizes 12 to 18

Entire stock of one-piece
and two-piece suits reduced
. . . All colors . . . Sizes 32
to 40.

$3.95

$4.15,

Slacks
Odd lot of slacks ... Mostly
dark shades ... Solid colors
Real bargains . . . Sizes
12 to 20.

$2.95

Don't Miss
These Bargains!

BUY NOW!

Halters
Styled by Koret .. made of
sharkskin
material .
.
Pastel colors ... Many
styles. $2.95 values.

$1.95

Up

SALE
OF COTTON YARD GOODS

Yards and yards of these beautiful Summer materials greatly reduced.
Come in and buy
them for now you can sew those cool summer dresses at wonderful
savings . . . Be sure to
shop early.

COTTON PRINTS.. . . now 79c
DOTTED SWISS . . . now 69c
PRINTED PIQUE . . . . now 69c
CALICO CAPERS . . . now 89c
QUADRIDA PRINTS. . now 47c

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

your materials from the
of the state. Of course- -.

Always select

•As erfewiked
Saturday !wooing Pod
P0,5,0,5. liminess Week.

-tt ,•0
meal a success.
by
MesMembers present were
dames One Bryant, Guy Lueleen,
Rudolph Morris, Earl Wood,
Cline Murphy, Herman White,
Etta Taylor and Jerry Holloway.
Visitors were Misses Joyce
Wood, Mildred Bryant, Ann Morris and Bonnie Holloway.
The next meeting will be held
July 12 with Mrs. Garland
Shoulders.

VA IV% IES

this section

$5.00 per year
for one dependent child

Homemakers News

ADDING MACHINES

Id

You Con Do for Your Child

Homemakers who assisted In
planningthe lessons were: Mrs.
Don Boitnott, Mrs. Ray Martin,
Plan Major Project
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy, Mrs.
Miss Vivian Curnutt, twine furMr. and Mrs. Creed G. •ThurCharles Hubbard, and Mrs. S.
man, N.,Donivan street on the nishings specialist, University of- J. Satterfield.
a son, Creed Garfield -Kentucky, was in Princeton July
8 for the purpose of planning Cobb Homemakers
Thurman, Jr., July 2.
lessons on slip covers.
*
Cobb Homemakers met recent*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harold
This will be the major project ly with Mrs. Etta Taylor and
Ferguson, Route 3, on the birth studied by all Homemakers clubs Mrs. Jerry Holloway. The meeting was called to order by the
of a son, Harold Everett, July 1. in October, November, Decemvice-president, Mrs. Holloway:
*
*
*
ber and January, stated Miss by reading Philippians 2, 10-13
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Holloman, Wilma Vandiver, home agent.
verses. Thought for the month
Fredonia, on the birth of a son,
Information in slip covers may was "Little Things", by Mrs.
July 10th.
be applied to plain or rocking Cline Murphy, and new officers were elected for the comchairs, wicker chairs and couching year.
pir and Mrs. Melvin Fralick es, metal couches. heads of beds,
The major project was given
a companied her brother, Bill
HoLsapple, Hopkinsville, Tuesday treadle machines, boxes which by Mrs. Holloway, and Mrs.
to Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashvil- can be converted to foot atolls Ocie Bryant told club memle, Tenn., for observation.
and upholstering,
bers how to make the company

The Leader
Congratulates

PRINTED SUMMER MESH
PRINTED RAYON CREPES

POWDER PUFF
MUSLIN

now 89c yd.
LACLINE MUSLIN . . . now 89c yd.
DARNELLA DIMITY. . . now 69c yd.
largest yard goods department in

now $1.49 yd.
. . . 89c yd. to $1.49 yd.

Store
'
adies
xclusive L
The Etfll

Teasley
Detroit,
parents,
Teasley,

.."

Sly

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Teacher Shortage
Is Still Acute,
Ligon Declares

Stress Parental Behavior

\

'hunt,' in which he reports the
I Mai ke
um.)
results of a five-year study on
e doubting the human infant.
.no pooh poohs a parUsing motion pictures to record
ent's prou1ih that IiiiibibST -every movement of the infant,
is different from others may Dr. Gesell says that as early as
have to change his tune now.
the ages of 8 and 12 weeks, he
Babies are different, says Dr. was able to discern the highly
Arnold Gesell, noted child spec- dynamic persdnality ef "Boy D."
ialist and founder-director of After a full year of observation,
The Clinic of Child Develop- he was able to characterize Boy
ment at Yale University. Even D,s individuality as "quick, acduring the first year of life they tive, happy, friendly, well adhave personalities of their own. justed, vigorous, forceful, alert,
Dr. Gesell has just written a inquisitive. Although he wa.s
book, "Studies In Child Develop- definitely extrovertive, he show-

Thursda 1
era. saglosnriesrepoIrted

ed at the t arly age of 24 weeks
a surprising discriminativeness
ld
in reading the facial expressions
of his mother. By the age of 28
--43nrmit U.Lant y464.- tlis.
weeks he had devolped a modversa), of Kentucky teacher
erate temper technique for inD
ablr:
rn
a-TeroY:i ore:i inr11:1::,ipan-21
14'gsn
d
P0ih.tt0e:uiunn
e1;9' \TYTte1.
placement bureau was asked to
fluencing
domestic situations
ana
positions,
2,268
filling
in
assist
which did not altogether please
including 1090 in Kentucky and Ligon.
him. He was able to shift quick1,278 elsewhere. In the same per9y in his emotional response
iod only 269 candidates registerfrom smiling to crying to achiAbout 95 pc,
ed with the bureau for place- in North An,
eve a desired end."
aer
ment.
Dr. Gesell warns that "our
a general s,
One hundred eighty-two of into streams
findings must not be over-generthose registered accepted teach- ward
alized, but they strongly indiing positions, 11 accepted posi- - cate that certain fundamental
tions in other professions, 34 retraits of individuality, whatever
mained in in the jobs they held
their origin, exist early, presist
late, and assert themselves unat the time of registration, 19
der varying environmental con4 stayed in school, five withdrew
from the teaching field, and the
ditions."
Increased rates for local exchange telephone
bureau has no information conParents
should
enjoy
tkeir
tots,
You can't get it
service and intra-state message toll service in
15.
says Dr. James L. Hymes, Procerning
the State of Kentucky filed with the Kentucky
fessor of Education and CoordiDr. M. E. Ligon, director of
Public Service Commission June 22, 1948,
After your '
natorof Early Childhood Educathe placement bureau, said KenTO BECOME EFFECTIVE JULY 16, 1948
tion
"terribly
short"
still
of
at
the
is
tucky
State
Teachers
Colunder the provisions of the Kentucky Statutes
Get It Ij
lege, New Paltz, N. Y.
qualified teachers but that the
are as follows:
In
a
outlook for this fall is somepamplet issued by the
LOCAL SERVICE, MONTHLY RATE
Public Affairs Committee, enWhere the Gold
what better than it was in 1947.
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
titled, "Enaoy Your Child-Ages
The teacher shortage will be
Princeton and Fredonia:
1, 2, and 3," Dr. Hymes asserts WHEAT RECEIPTS BREAK RECORD -Hundreds of rail cars loaded with wheat, part of the especially serious in rural oneBusiness
Appliee,
Residence
that parents can learn quite a 4,578 cars which poured seven and a half million bushels of wheat into Kansas City over the July room schools, according to Dr.
Individual Line
$4.50
Individual Line
$2.50 bit about
children
in
placed
persons
193
from
the
Of
children. 4 three-day holiday, wait on side tracks before the Sante Fe elevator in the Sante Fe yards at
2-Party Line
3.75
2-Party Line
2.00 In
fact, they can learn more Turner, Kans., just outside Kansas City. In the far background is the Kansas City skyline. The jobs by the bureau, 133 are em4-Party Line
3.25
4-Party Line
1.75 than
they can teach because ba- receipts set a new all time record for a three-day period in the Kansas City area. (AP Wire- ployed in Kentucky and 60 are
Rural Line
2.75
Rural Line
1.50 bies
''I
know what is best for them. photo)
working in other states. ReSemi-Public Telephone Service
A child wants to do only
Daily guarantee required from local message revenue:
quests for teachers came from
what needs to be done, explains ments instead, the booklet says.
At exchanges with monthly Bus. Ind.
77 of the state's 120 counties, and
Ins. Agency
Dairy Herd Helps
Dr. Hymes. When his bones and Better still, skip the talk and du
Flat Rate of:
from 36 other states, the District
Daily Guarantee is:
Farm
To
Up
Build
muscles
are
strong
enough-th
$13.50
e what you want the child to do.
of Columbia, and one U. S.
35c
Phone 64
In Lincoln county, 14 4-H and
How Floyd DeLacey, of Mc- territory.
age depends on the individual
9.00
221
/
2c
117 W. main st
"If it is time to pick up toys, Utopia club members are feedand
not
on the calendar-he will
7.25, 6.75, 6.25, 6.00
Lean county, has demonstrated
Kentucky continues to lose
171
/
4c
Prineette, gy,
begin to walk, to talk, to feed pitch in and begin picking them ing 54 calves for the state cattle what may be done with a dairy many good teachers to other
5.50, 5.00, 4.50
15c
up",
Dr.
Hymes
says.
"Children
himself, to dress himself. There
Less than $4.50
"Teachsaid.
Ligon
121
/
4c
Dr.
states",
herd is related by Leroy Northand 2 and 3 are fast learning show in November.
Rate of commission, 20% of amount collected for local messages is is nothing you can do to speed
That ladino
clover makes ington, county agent. Ten years
words, but they are not yet
excess of the guarantee.
up this process.
Public Telephone Service
"Some parents," says Dr. verbal. They are action people. good hog pasture is reported ago, Mr. DeLacey started with
Rate of commission 15% on all telephone message receipts.
Hymes, "hold out on their chil- They respond better to what you by seveal Shelby county farm- one Jersey cow. He now has 38
Extra Exchange Line Mileage
dren too much because they are do than to what you say.
ers.
cows and calves valued at ap"If you tell a youngster too
The following monthly mileage charges apply in connection with afraid they will spoil them.
Prospects for a fruit crop in proximately $7,000. He also has
main stations or PBX systems located outside the base rate area, but They comfort them too little, often that he is bad and naughwithin the exchange area, and are in addition to the base rate for hold them too little, joke with ty, he can come to feel that he Ballard county are said to be a modern milking shed and use,
has lost your love. And once
Night homemakers in Ken- mechanical milkers. Mr. De'la
the class of service furnished. Airline measurement.
them too little."
, dij
Individual line, or PBX trunk line per ',14 mile or fraction thereof .40
Don't ask your child what he that happens he has lost his ton county had flower seed Lacey has doubled the produc1111
Two party line, each main station, per /
1
4 mile or fraction thereof .25 thinks are foolish questions, such most important reason for want- excellent.
tive
value
of
his
farm
by
using to be good."
Four party line, each main station, per Ye mile or fraction thereof .15 as, "Don't you want
lit
to pick up
Parents interested in teaching Kenton county had flower seed ing lime and phosphate and a
Rural Line Servicp:
your toys, dear?", Dr. Hymes
their children music can do so and bulb exchanges thts spring. mixture of grasses and clover.
From two miles to four miles, each main station per month...$ .25 emphasizes. The
most important
Four Pendleton county farmFrom four miles to seven miles, each main station per month.. .50 word in his
the "play way", says Lottie Ellsvocabulary is "No"
ers filled silos this spring with He plans to use 130 acres of his
Beyond seven miles of the base rate area, each
and that's the answer you'd prob- worth Coit and Ruth Bampton in silage made of grass
135-acre farm for pasture.
and alfalfa
main sta. per mo.
.75 „ably get. What seems like a "Follow The Music," a book for or clover.
Discounts
II
stubborn streak will probably four-to-nine-year-olds, just pubFifty-eight men and boys are
Is
All charges for telephone service are net charges and not subject to
vanish if you make flat state- lished.
enrolled
in
the
Marion
county
discounts.
Educationally speaking, say the
Concessions
authors, they help to develop Corn Derby, the largest number
A concession of 25% from the regular rate is allowed churches and
in the mind and body of the ever entered in that county.
Homemakers in Neison councharitable institutions under provisions of applicable tariffs.
child a feeling of co-ordination,
Service Connection Charges - Moves and Changes
quick response, alertness and ty who tailored eight suits and
Exchange Grouping
cooperation in group participa- two coats at a cost of $240, estimate they saved $553.
Company Station Basis What to do for woman's oldest tion.
problem, functional monthly pain?
Foor Bros. of Daviess county
05,000- Over
Many a girl and woman
Service Connection Charges
have bought a hay crusher, to
500 10,000 10,000 the answer in Casam's has found
2-way help. 'lose Out Oysters
produce a green hay with high
(a),Instrumentalities Not in Place
You see, Cann may make things
Baltimore - AP - Maryland's vitamin content for their dairy
Bus. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each
$3.00
$3.50
$5.00 lots easier for you in either of two
Model 377
economic
fame
in
its
lies
oys- herd.
Bus. Ext. Sta. or PBX Stations, each
1.75
2.00
2.25 ways: (1) started 3 days before
ters, but this is an injustice to
Res. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each
In Carlisle county, 1,450 bush2.50
3.00
3.50 "your time" and taken as directed
Now you can thrill to the pure berttai
muskrats. The State Game and els of Kentucky certified hybrid
Res. Ext. Station or PBX Station, each
1.50
1.75
2.00 on the label, it should help relieve
tune FM. Standard broadcasts, too, IA
Inland Fish Commission obser- seed corn were sold this spring,
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
(b) Instrumentalities in Place
TAKE A TIP FOR THE GRIP
throughout the month like a tonic, ved in an annual report that the demand exceeding
color tone. Now you can hcar you/
For entire service or any instrument
the sup- ON YOUR TRIP ... And have
it should improve your appetite,aid
utilized-for the reconnection of PBX
the yearly muskrat fur catch ply.
irecords-played
it Insured! The things it holds
as never before with the GE
digestion, and thus help build up
stations, each station,
often equals or exceeds in val1.50
1.75
J. D. Jones and Ernest Chris- cost you lots of time and
2.00 resistance for the trying
Cabinet of genuine white oak. Store
iteproducer.
days to ue a season's oyster output. In
Exchange Grouping
topher, Clark county 4-H'ers, es- money. Don't risk leaving
come. CAJUNTI 13 acientincally prerimately 80 records. Buy it today-enjoy
these
Company Station Basis pared and scientifically tested. U fact, the agency added, the Free tablished 5,000 feet of contour tected.valuable articles unproCall us today about
.U99/51
kiAlLS516110s t9A10
0you suffer "at thom certain unto; State is second only to Louisiana guide rows on six farms.
5.000- Over
personal effects insurance.
Moves and Changes
500 10,000 10,000 get calm today.
as a producer of valuable fur.
Four local banks in McLean
For moving a telephone set from one location
county contributed $900 to buy
MARK CUNNINGHAM
to another on same premises, each main station,
dairy bulls for the encourageextension station or PBX station
Phone 81
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
ment of dairying.
For changes in type or style of set
1.50
1.75
2.00
Irvin Brown and Lucille PenS. Seminary
Toll Terminals, Monthly Rate
nington, 4-Hers in Rockcastle
At exchanges where this service is offered:
county, each produced more than
Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
$200 worth of strawberries from
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
one-fourth-acre patches.
Auxiliary Lines, Monthly Rate
Henry county
homemakers
At exchanges where this service is offered:
contributed $955 toward the
Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedule 4
county cancer drive, an amount
$9.00
$6.00
$5.00
$4.50
triple that requested.
Service Stations
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
Class A: Each line, minimum monthly rate
Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Each station minimum monthly
Begin New Tradition
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
rate
East Lansing, Mich - AP 1-6th Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
re'Keta„
Class C: Each line
Birth of a tradition was marked
Twice Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Extension Stations, Monthly Rate
at Michigan State College this
. as.
Business, flat or message rate, each
year at the close of the base$1.50
daily.
pick
We
up
horses,
cows
and
Call
hogs.
Residence, flat rate
, each
ball season. After the Spartans
1.00
Above rates apply in connection with Main Line Service
had defeated Ohio University 5-4
We
pay
phone
all
charges.
Wiring Plans and Miscellaneous Equipment and Services
before 4,000 fans, the underIncreases in monthly rate and/or installation charge ranging from
graduate members of the squad
$ .05 to $5.00 apply in connection with these services and equipments
pounced upon all the seniors,
depending upon the type and size of the item.
dragged them to the adjacent
Private Branch Exchange Service
ALL MAKING HAY FOR YOU . •
Red Cedar River and tossed
Trunk Lines:
them in. This will be the fate
Phone
898
Princeton,
Ky.
Flat rate, each' per month:
That's the story of New Holland Baler Twine,.
of senior baseballers at Michigan
4.
Bothway
•
11
/
2 Ind. Line Flat Rate
State during coming seasons.
the Twine with a new twist. Even from one *Add
Inward
.,
Ind. Line Flat Rate
the boll to the other. Longer, stronger fibres
Message rate, bothway only, in connection with hotel and
apartment house service (Existing message allowance protwisted together to give you a Imooth-rionfl
visions and excess message charges remain unchanged):
twine. More boors of uninterrupted baling. Md
At Louisville, Frankfort, Owensboro and Paducah:
one twine-box full, jost four bolls, gives rot
First Trunk each per month....
Ind. Line Msg. Rate
more than 800 bales.
Additional, each per month
/
1
2 Ind. Line Msg. Rate
At all other exchanges:
First trunk each per month
$5.50
Additional, each per month
2.75
Switchboards and Associated Equipment:
Increases in monthly rate ranging from $ .25 to $11.00 apply in
ROUGH ON RATS, TOO!
connectipn with this equipment depending upon type and size of
switchboard and associated equipments.
Actual tests prove barn rodents won't go near New
Holland
Intrastate Message Toll Service
Treated Twine. It's impregnated with a special chemical
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be inrats hate. And that some solutbn resists
creased five cents ($0.05) on most calls over 72 miles and on Some
moisture, too.
IIMIR 1111E11 MEN
Resists dampness even when your New Holland Twine-tied
•rem.1.1
calls less than 18 miles. Initial period station-to-station night and
COME IN NOW AND SEE THIS
Sunday rates will be increased five cents ($0.05), ten cents
bales are out in the field.
STUDEBAKER SUPER LINE OF
sidn NMI Mil a III& /NM
11111
($0.10),
or fifteen cents ($0.15) on calls over 72 miles, the majority of the inStop in at our store today. Gat ready for a
FINE NEW TRUCKS FOR '491
steady
.11111•In
41.
creases being ten cents ($0.10), and increases of five cents ($0.05)
season of smooth baling.
will be made on some calls of less than 18 miles.
afas.
IN a Allah
Initial period rates for most person-to-person toll calls over tel
miles will be increased by either five cents ($0.05), ten cents ($0.10),
or fifteen cents ($0.15).
The amount of the increase in rates for overtime periods will not be
more than five cents ($0.05).
Initial period rates will be for' Lour minues of overtime for station-tostation calls of ten miles or less, and for three minutes for all other
calls. Overtime period rates will be for two minutes of overtime for
station-to-station calls of fourteen miles or less, and for one minute
Fredonia, Kentucky
for all other calls.
The Kentucky Public Service Commission will hold a public
hearing in its offices at Frankfort, Kentucky at 10:00 A. M. on July
27, 1948 on this matter.
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YOUNG HDWE. & IMPLEMENT CO.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Inc.,
J. M. McAlister,
Kentucky Manager

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

Hopkinsville Road

Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 127-i
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Marshall Rushing, Dick Mei
Billy Sam Young, Rev. Donal,'
Deane, Mrs. Ivan H. Benno:
Mrs. J. M. McCormick and Mi
Mrs. Marie Rushing, Mexico,
was the guest of Mrs.
Lobb Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
and son, Billy Sam Young, were
in Murray Monday.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard is the guest
of Mrs. Hubert Jaco and family
in Fulton this week.
Mrs. Val Gutherey and children, Sory and John, Charlotti.
N. C., will arrive Sunday for
visit to her mother, Mrs. J. B.
Sory arid aunt, Miss Dora Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones,
West Marland, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Haynes, and children, Bowling Green, and Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Trammel, and
children, Lebanon, Tenn., were EWELL EQUALS RECORD IN 100-METER DASH—Barney Ewell (second from left), former Penn
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marion State runner, finishes first in 100-meter clash (July 9) in 10.2 seconds equaling world record.
Mel Patton (left) of Southern California is second and Harrison Dillard (second from right) is
Harvill Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and son, third in the event finals of Olympic trials at Dyche Stadium in Evanston, Ill. Others: Ed
Bruce, London, are visiting her Conwell (third from left), Jersey City, N. J. is fourth and Don Campbell (right), University of
Colorado, fifth. (AP Photo)

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

International Day was observed by the Eddyville Road Homemakers with a travelogue of Lisbon, Portugal, given by Mrs. Alin. Lisanby and. written.by
shipman 2-C James W. Lisanby
who is now on a summer cruise
in the Mediterranean waters.
Mrs. W. H. Beck presided at
the business meeting. Plans were
made . for a theatre party for
August.
Mrs. John MoLin gave the
minor project on etiquette.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, assisted
by Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth
was hostess to the following:
Mrs. H. C. Beck, Mrs. Denny
Cash, Miss Helen Beck, Mrs.
Charles J. Hubbard, Mrs. L. C.
Lisman, Mrs. Arch Martin, Mrs.
J. M. Tichenor, Mrs. G. U.
Griffin, Mrs. Drew Hubbard,
Mrs. John. McLin, Mrs. Nina
Groves, Miss Jane Beck, and
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
agent.

Be will enjoy the cool, quiet atmosphere
listen to the soothing music of the Piano
the Vire beauty ti
dcasts, too, in
can heat your
with the G-E
hire oak Stores

d Solovox by Thelma Grace McEwen.

njoy

Sheepmen in Taylor county
like ladino clover, according to
Farm Agent C. V. Bryan. He
cited the case of Joe Anderson
of the Kirtley community, who

Extreme cold may kill rout
Unless they are killed they ma
become active again when the
*garments are removed from storage.
Everybody reads The Leader!

sold •
- lambs— averaging --fa
pounds, netting him $28 a head.
They had been fed no grain, but
had a good pasture of ladino
cliver mixed with orchard grass.
The best lambs ;II me tot sold
for $34 a 100 pounds.

Rye For Sheep
Balbo rye grazed more sheep
better and longer than any cover crop which W. W. Shields of
Bath county has tried, he told
Farm Agent Joe R. Thompson.
Mr. Shields, who raises registered Southdown sheep, says one
of the best features of this grass
is the dense sod it makes, permitting grazing in wet weather.

A study is underway to determine whether birds migrate by
the aid of the earth's magnetism
picked up by some organ in the
The Diesel engine was invent- bird's body.
ed by Rudolf Diesel of Germany in 1893.

Albertfor a week's visit to their grandparents.
Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. John Akridge and
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
children, Mt. Morris, Mich., are Detroit, have arrived for a visit
Mrs. William Wood and chilvisiting his mother, Mrs. Ber- to his father, D. E. Morgan, and
dren, of Herrin, Ill., have renice Akridge and brother, T. R. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Blackturned to their home following
Akridge, and Mrs. Akridge.
burn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Rowe and
Mrs. Ben Sory, Clarksville, a visit to their mother Mrs. Charson, Everett Jr., returned to Tenn., Mrs. W. D. Sugg, Adams, les Hale and Mr. Hale.
their home in Johnson, Tenn., Tenn., and Mr. Vernon Merritt,
Mr. and Mrs. Sonnie Ely, DenMonday after a two-weeks vaca- Lafayette, Ala., were Monday
ver, Colo., arrived last Monto
tion
her mother, Mrs. Belle guests of Mrs. J. B. Sory and
day for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
k Lowry.
Miss Dora Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker, Travis Ely and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Inglish
and son, Danny, have returned Miss Jane Belt, Mrs. Isabelle
from a visit to relatives in Col- Yandell and son, Bruce, and and children and Mrs. Jessie Ingumbia, Miss.
Mrs. L. W. Guess, were Sunday lish were guests of Arch White
Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Caraway, dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert AlexFarmersville, Mr. and Mrs. Cur- Arlof Walker in Princeton.
tis Canada and son Junior,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy MeLin were ander and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs. El- guests of Mrs. George Loyd for Fletcher and son were guests
mer Burns and children, Provi- a short time Monday morning. of J. L. White and family last
dinner They were enroute to Arizona, Sunday.
were Sunday
dence,
Mr. and Mrs. Kermitt Pickguests of Mr. and Mrs. Willis where they expect to, make their
ering, of Pt. Knox, were recent
Canada.
home.
Miss Leilani Newberry, who
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
spent last week with her uncle, and children, Princeton, and Mr. Pickering.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berkley, of
Frank Grubbs, and Mrs. Grubbs, and Mrs. Herbert Cochran and
near Kuttawa, returned to the son, John, Marion, were Sunday Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs.
home of her grandparents, Mr. afternoon guests of Mrs. Florence Cordie Berkley last week.
Wendell Cartright, of south
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs Saturday, Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr.
having been called home by the
Miss Rachel Turley has resum- Christian county, visited friends,
death of her grandfather, Elbert ed her position at the telephone and relatives in this county last
Newberry, of near Caldwell exchange after being away sev- weekend.
A number of f-lends and relaSprings.
eral weeks due to illness.
Mr. Charles Brockmeyer Jr.,
J. E. Boone returned to Gary, tives were visitors July 4 at the
is reported by members of his Ind., Wednesday after spending home of Mr. and Mrs. Kellie
family as being improved after a few days with his parents, Mr. Prowell.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering, of Scottsbeing very ill Sunday.
and Mrs. Edward Boone.
burg, was guest of her sister, Mrs.
Rev. Donald Deane spent MonW. M. Cartwright, last Thursday.
day and Tuesday in Paducah, as
4-H Strawberries
Mr. and Mrs. Howard DeBoe
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Charles
and son, Harvey, visited relatives
Pay Like Tobacco
Bunce.
Ralph Cox, 4-H club member, near Dover, Tenn., July 4.
Mrs. John F. Rice and Mrs. J.
Cleaning of the Lebanon gravewere dinner has proved to Whitley county
M. McCormick
guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. 0. Nall farmers that strawberries can yard will be Friday, Aug. 6. All
be as profitable as tobacco, says who are interested in the work
in Marion, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes of Farm Agent J. W. Kidwell. From are asked to be present and to
Gary, Ind., are visiting Misses a quarter-acre patch, young Cox bring lunch.
Carrie and Debbie Butts and sold $260 worth of berries in addition to what was used at home.
other, relatives here.
Mrs. Samuel Helch and Miss He set his plants on a hillside
Louise Engle, of Grayville, Ill., which ordinarily produced 20
arrived Thursday for a visit to to 25 bushels of corn to the acre.
Because this 4-H'er had never
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
Mrs. Hubert Jaco and children, grown berries before, he was
Danny. Katie Jean and Noel, of careful to follow the suggestions
Fulton, spent Sunday as guests of the county agent in applying
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard. 250 pounds of 6-8-6 fertilizer
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wheeler and 250 pounds of 20 percent
and children, Pat and Judy, phosphate when he set his patch.
were Sunday dinner guests of Then, in January, he mulched
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nolan it and applied 200 pounds of
Wheeler. Pat and Judy remained phosphate.

r

ivote dining rooms can be arranged .

Sheepman Like Ladino

Pretty prints, beautifully styled
Sizes 12 to 46

Cool and lovely as leaf
shadows on a lake ..
geometric designs drifting
over heavenly sheer
Bembergl Wonderfully
washable in cool green,
'iiggage, grey or aqua.
Sizes 10 to 18.

Just one good example of
Doris Dodson's way with cotgon,"Rainbow"...a two-piecer
in Dan River plaid ginghann
that never says wilt, aiwayx
looks more than it costs! Choose
pink with green; coral with
.mulberry; blue with orange.
9 to 13..
$14.95

Exclativi

Well made and serviceable. Styled and cut to fit.
Sizes 7-12

5-QUART NATIONAL CANNERS
7-QUART NATIONAL CANNERS
land Baler Twee
0'
. Even from one arK1
ger, stronger 6bre,
i moorh-runnrc
you a .
°erupted holing And

1 2-GALLON NATIONAL CANNERS
/

Tea rose and white, lace bottom
Size - small, medium and large.

1 2-GALLON BURPEE CANNERS

and regular rayon stepins and panties.

FOLEY FOOD MILLS

four balls, ries V°'

WIRE STRAINERS'
ALUMINUM COLANDERS
JAR TOPS
JAR RINGS
CANNING KITS
JAR WRENCHES
COLD PACK CANNERS
PRESTO COOKERS
MIRROMATIC COOKERS
FRUIT LADLES
',men to Forbes Farm News
""". Wednesday - Friday - 11:55 A. M
Station WHOP

We have installed new cleaning equipment for
cleaning Ladino Clover, Red Clover, Crimson
Clover, Ky. 31 Fescue, and Vetch and Rye mixtures. Our new seed selector and gravity machine especially adapted to cleaning Ladino and
Red Clover.
IN HOPKINSVILLE ITS

(Incorporated)

end

ttheorporatod)
tririnia St.

Phone 332

SEED CLEANING DEPARTMENT
Phone 1780
d Ave.

FINKS'S FAIR STORE
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George

porters.
Dewey is naturally formal and
Presidential reserved although he has deWashington
—
nominee Dewey has replaced the veloped a more cordial personRepublican -dominated Congress ality since the 1944 campaign.
.Fow - persona -sail -him -,,Tom",
18 the chief oppOnent—of the Tru- even members
of his loyal staff.
man administration.
They address him as "Governor."
If 46-year-old Governor DewPresident Truman's most apey is elected, he will be the pealing political speeches are
president in usually "off the cuff". When he
youngest
third
American history. If 64-year-old makes a short impromptu talk,
Harry S. Truman is elected he he uses down-to-earth words
will be the fourth oldest man to which voters easily understand.
win a presidential race.
He Isn't so effective when readBesides the disparity in age, ing a prepared address.
the two contenders differ widely
Gov. Dewey has one of the best
personality a n d political radio voices in politics. His polin
background. There is also a ished speeches are very carefully
marked contrast in their style of composed, often give the imprespolitical speech-making.
sion of having been thoroughly
President Truman is folksy, rehearsed. Both men could proenjoys small chat, likes to ex- vide a musical touch to the
change banter with visitors to campaign — President Truman BATTLESHIP NEW YORK TURNS BOTIHM „VP — The 34-year-old Battleship New York
the executive mansion. He of- at the piano and Gov. Dewey turns bottom up in the Pacific off Pearl Harbor after eight hours of air attack and light shelling
jokes on members of singing with a resonant bari- during weapons tests. The New York had survived two wars and two atomic blasts at Bikini.
ten
She started to roll shortly after surface ships completed firing hundreds of rounds of three
his staff and White house re- tone.
Dewey, in his sixth year as and five-inch shells, as she turned turtle. 14 planes soared overhead and released five-inch
governor of New York, has had rockets and 500 pounders which hit squarely on the New York's upturned keel. (AP Wirephoto)
longer experience as a political Democratic administration's huge
administrator. President Truman,
expenditures over a lonk period
on the other hand, has been in
the big seat" for more than were the cause of inflation. His
Waris Thomas, of Joliet, Ill.,
three trouble-packed years. He pre-nomination attacks on Presivisited George Powell Sunday
was a United States senator for dent Truman's foreign policy
morning.
10 years, won favorable atten- were largely charges of "mud(Mr. and Mrs. Oather Capps, of
tion as chairman of a Senate war dle-headed" handling
or relations
Evansville, Ind., were guests
production investigation commitBut
Crop
Yield
Will
with Russia..
tee. He was vice president for
Monday of Mrs. Capps' father, J.
Exceed Those Of
Like President Truman, howless than three months when
0. Beshears.
ever, he favored the full amount Most Years Prior
President Roosevelt died.
Anna Lee and Sue Darnall
Dewey is a lawyer who gained of Marshall Plan appropriations. To 1944, Forecast
gave a lawn party Saturday
nation-iwide prominence as a He took a position similar to the
Washington — AP — The night which was well attended.
nation-wide prominence as a President when- he said this
Agriculture Department
h as
W. H. Franklin spent Sunday
in New York City. He will have country should not start private
the so-called techinical advan- negotiations (with Russia) leav- forecast that 1948 tobacco pro- near Dawson Springs with John
tage of being on the offensive. ing any of the other free na- duction will be much less than Vanhooser.
Mrs. Ethel Nichols was in
He will accuse the President of tions outside.
in any of the last 4 years due to
town Saturday.
being responsible for troubles
Both men have urged a strong sharp reductions in acreage but
Edd Darnell called on George
that have arisen during his ad- military force, speeding up of will exceed the yield in most
Franklin Sunday morning.
ministration.
the nation's river and power years prior to 1944.
Audrey PPool spent the weekMuch of the Truman counter- projects, and parity price protecThe crop reporting board fore- end with his
father, Dewey P'attack, however, probably will tion for farmers.
cast a yield of 1,757,353,000 Pool,
be aimed at the Republican-conThe general theme song of pounds, based on conditions as
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
trolled Congress. He already has the campaign probably will be of July 1. This is 17 percent belambasted Congress for failing the customary "I can do it bet- low the 1947 harvest of 2,107,- called on Mrs. Cora McNeeley
Sunday afternoon.
to give him power to help control ter."
763,000 pounds and compares
Mrs. Lizzie James was in
the high cost of living.
with a 1937-46 average of 1,664,Princeton Saturday.
Gov. Dewey has said that the
265000 pounds.
Mrs. Mettle Morris is in Grand
Most of the decline, the report Rivers
on business.
Cooking with electricity
said was in flue-cured tobacco.
Production of that type was preis the cleanest and cooldicted at 1,010,000,000 pounds College 'Radio Schedule
Radio programs from the Colcompared with 1,317,000,000 last
est cooking yet. See the
lege of Agriculture and Home
year.
The Burley crop, the depart- Economics, University of KenNew Universal Electric
ment forecast, wiil be about 2 tucky, scheduled to be heard
percent below 1947 while fire- daily over WHAS at 12:45 p.m.
cured will be down 21 percent are: July 19, Dr. Henry Morriand dark air-cured 16 percent. son, "Mome Money by Cooling
The total indicated acreage for Milk"; July 20, T. R. Bryant,
all tobaccos, the report said is "Why We Have Agricultural Ex1,535,800 compared with 1,845,000 tension Work"; July 21, Robert
Newscasts";
harvested in 1947. Sharply re- H. Ford, "Farm
duced quotas, it added, brought July 22, Miss Mary Lois Mitts,
about a cut from 1,161,200 to "Getting Food Facts Through
C. A. WOODALL,.1R., Mgr.
FURNITURE
888,500
in flue-cured tobacco Research", and July 23, Robert
In Rear Woodall's Office
11-1 1." Main
Phone 92-3
acreage. Fire-cured tobacco acre- H. Ford, "Questions from Farm
age was down 24 percent; dark People." On July 24, at 12:15
air-cured 16 and Burley one per- p.m., Mrs. Helen White has as
her subject, "The Reading Procent.
Indicated yield an acre, the gram in Homemakers Clubs."
board said, is 1,144 pounds, compared with 1,142 in 1947 and an Basel Site Of 1950
average of 1,008 during the 1937Gymnastics Contest
46 period.
urich, Switzerland—AP—The
The season to date has been
1950 world championship gymgenerally favorable for fluenastics probably will be staged
cured tobacco, the report said
in Basel, Switzerland.
with good stands, and satisfacOriginally, by
decision in
tory fertilization as well as faPrague in 1938, the competition
vorable weather contributing to
was to be held in Switzerland
"promising prospects."
in 1940, and war conditions pcstDry weather at planting time
poned the meet until 1950, SwitWe have an opportunity to support a man for public office delayed setting and retarded de- zerland
to select the site.
velopment
of
Burley
in
Kentucin the August primary who has fought farmers' battles in
ky and Tennessee, the board reChristopher Latham Sholes is
Washington for more than two decades. We refer to the
ported.
generally considered to have inHonorable Virgil Chapman. of Paris. who has represented
The flue-cured crop is being vented
the first modern typethe 6th District in Congress for 22 years and is now a ecoa- barmed in Georgia, South Carowriter in 1867.
didate for U. S. Senator.
lina and lower North Carolina.
The board said recent rainfall comp*ed with 323,350,000 in
This in 1933—When the AAA act was introvas covers without which those three crops would over a large part of Kentucky 1947; acreage for harvest 284,duced in 1933, with a base period that would have
have been materially curtailed.
and Tennessee had been bene- 000, compared with 290,000 in
precluded Burley tobacco from benefits, VIRGIL
This in 1945—VIRGIL CHAPMAN aided Gov- ficial but that there is "much ir- 1947.
CHAPMAN was a leader in remedying the defect
ernor Earle C. Clements in having enacted the regularity among fields and local
For all types of tobacco, latest
and including Burley in the AAA program.
Clements bill which authorized quotas for dark areas, especially
in Tennessee, surveys indicate a probable proand air-cured tobacco and provided a support price
This in 1936—When in 1936 the Supreme Court
duction in Kentucky of 363,282,formula which added 6 to 8 cents per pound to are still in need of moisture.
declared AAA of 1953 unconstitutional. VIRGIL
Production, yield an acre and 000 pounds this year. Estimated
the farmers' return.
CHAPMAN introduced the bill that resulted in
full payments to farmers who had fulfilled their
This in 1948—When the Aiken bill was first acreage forecasts of burley, air- acreage in 332,100, an average of
production-adjustment contracts.
introduced, its tobacco provisions would have cured tobacco, by states included: 1,094 pounds an acre,
Kentucky — Indicated
wrecked the Burley and dark programs. VIRGIL
1948
This in 1938 —In 1938, VIRGIL CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN caused a hearing to be held for grow- production, 312,400,000 pounds,
WAS one of the leaders in the campaign for the
ers before the Senate Committee on Agriculture.
enactment of the existing AAA act, which proFollowing this hearing Mr. Chapman led the fight
vided the basis for the entire farm program. He
that resulted in the retention of the parity and
introduced several subsequent amendments to
price-support formulas that have worked so sucimprove the act.
cessfully, and insured tobacco growers against
disorderly, declining markets.
This in 1943—When the Price Control Act of
'VIRGIL CHAPMAN, as a member of thtsomOctober 2, 1943, authorized ceilings on farm prodmittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,Treleed
ucts, VIRGIL CHAPMAN drafted the 47-word
create
REA. His committee conducted the hearing
amendment establishing the price formula for
and reported the bill, and Mr. Chapman helped
Burley tobacco, and led the fight for its proper
obtain a rule for its consideration and aided in
interpretation, that increased the return to Burley
voting it into law. Since then he has supported
growers on the 1942, 1943. 1944 and 1945 crops in
every appropriation for the extension of REA. He
the amount of $227,609,600.
has supported the Soil Conservation Program.
When the textile manufacturers were not makTVA, fteciprocal 1Vade, farm tenancy legislation
ing enough cotton canvas for plant beds for the
to promote ownership of farm homes and make
1943, 1944 and 1945 crops, VIRGIL CHAPMAN
possession of such homes more secure, and many
Avoid worry and possible catastrophe! Prosecured the production and distribution of the canother measures benefiting Kentucky farmers.
(AP
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Sharp Decrease
In Production Of
Tobacco Is Seen

Dawson Road

Air Maneuvers
At Sturgis Field
Dedi

Vott•rans At UK

More than half of the 2,556
war veterans enrolled in the
University of Kentucky summer
are married, and 43.7 persession
Be
Airport To
cent of them have children. More
With
Sunday
cated
veterans are enrolled in engiBig Show
neering than in any other colSturgis — Formal dedication
lege. Forty-five of the veterans
a the Sturgis Airport Is _set _far
are
Sunday, July 18.
Harry A. Gerard of the Civil tratit is expected to be completAeronautics Administration a n ci
ed within the next few days. A
district airport enginter for Ken25-acre lake will be constructed
principal
the
be
tucky, will
and stocked with fish and a golf
speaker.
The dedication com mi ttee course will be built.
A large section has been set
plans to have demonstrations by
Army fighters, transports and aside as a grove for picnickers,
jets. About 300 private planes with tables, benches, ovens and
are expected to be here from barbecue pits.
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various parts of the tri-state
area.
The Sturgis Airport was deeded to the Union Cuonty Air
Board by the government. It
was built during the war for
training purposes.
Fred Alloway, Sturgis, cir.irman of the air board, said under
the terms of the contract the
government will take the airport back only in case of a national emergency. He said nearby
Camp Breckinridge will have no
effect on the operation of the
field here.
The airfield contains 1,300
acres and three concrete runways, 150 feet by 5,000 feet long.
Plans are to make a recreation
area of part of the field. Already a baseball diamond has
been completed and bleachers
will be erected. A trotting race

For YQU To Feel Well
t4 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste rti•tter from the blood.
If more people were •ware of how the
kidneys muet constantly remove surpius fluid, sitcom acid, and other waste
matter that cannot stay In the blood
without Injury to health, there would
be better understanding of tyke th•
whole system is upset wham kidneys fad
to function properly.
Burning, ecanty or too frequent urination sontetimies warns that something
I. wrong. You may suffer omen, back.
•ehe, headaches, dietitian, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doan'. Pills? You will
be using a medicine recommended th•
country over. Doan'. stimulate the (unction of the kidneys and help them to
elmh out poisonous; waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doan'• today. Use with confidence.
Al ail drug stores.
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Oomplete Firestone lubricer
tion.
Drain and dash crankcases.

S. W. Dunn
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS -- D-X MOTOR OILS,
N. E. Court Square
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PRINCETON MUSIC CO.

Nationally Advertised
Men's Markaire
Tropical Worsted

SUITS

We Have A Vitally Important
Stake In the Senatorial Race

FOR SENATOR
VOTE FOR

CHAPMAN

DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY, AUG. 7

tect your tobacco crop with one of our "OLD
LINE" Hail Insurance Policies. It costs no more

KENTUCKY TOBACCO GROWERS FOR CHAPMAN FOR U.S. SENATOR
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Smith Broadbent. Sr., Cali:, Ky.
B.13 Adams, Ilupkinsville, Ky.
Scherns, Owensboro, Ky.
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A F. Doran, Murray. Ky.
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We can write you limits lip to $600 per acre on Burley
and

$400 on Dark Tobacco.

Rand Dress Shoes
Brown and white. Ventilated to keep you cool.
9.95 values, every pair
to clear at . . .

Ladies' Sandals
in white, red and green.
Wedges, ankle straps all have good leather
soles. Values to 4.49.
NOW

New Broadcloth

DRESS SHIRTS

Boys' Twill Pants

White or Stripe Patterns
values to 2.98 . . NOW

Blue or Tans. Sanforized

Boys' Broadcloth

2.98 yd. Eyelet

SPORT SHIRT

PIQUE

Fast color, sanforized
Sizes 8-10-12-14

black, blue, brown

1.47

Going for a song
Values to 5.50 to
6 7-8 to 71.

Men's Cool Sum
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ecpun Humor Helps Truman

a

R. George
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Tru- Harry S.
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AO want
_stisidanly three

Missouri plowboy
wed as he talked
00 Friday, the 13th
0. president .Roosebefore,
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wrung Vice Prestaken the
san had
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•

INCETO
MBER C
sermna ry
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know if any of you
load of hay
r had a
last
fill 05 you, but
whole weight of the
fell on
all the stars
yst 1 feel a tremenbility. Please pray
Inn that."
ssee months the forcity haberdasher
with a rapid sucworld-shaking events.
30 days Germany's
417 machine collapsed.
sabs later the "plain
gjmouri" sailed for
s meet Stalin and
peace talks at Berke also had the reof deciding whether
bomb should be
s Japan to shorten the
after he announced
of the bombs, Jato surrender. Withfour days President

Truman accepted Allied surrender terms. Jubilant crowds greeted him and Mrs. Truman that
day as they appeared on the
White House lawn. •
'
lie _theM Was._prubahly at the
height of his popularity
as
President. Polls showed him
running ahead of Roosevelt's
highest standing.
The political honeymoon lasted a few months. Then foreign
and domestic trouble beset his
administration . .
A record number of strikes
and skyrocketing prices in this
country . . . increasing disputes
between the United Statel and
Russia . . . the people in a large
part of the world facing starvation.
Before he was nominated for
the vice presidency four years
ago, Harry Truman had no idea
he might be President sonic day.
Friends had urged him to enter
the vice presidential race, but it
was reported he told them he
he wanted to remain a senator.
He went to the Democratic
National Convention planning to
support James F. Byrnes as
President Roosevelt's running
mate. At the convention, party
leaders decided to back Truman
as a compromise candidate between Brynes and Henry Wal
lace.
After he became vice president, friends isked Mr. Truman
how he liked his new job. He
said he preferred being a senator. It was suggested he might

Recipe Of Week

Revolving Fund For
4-H Berry Growers

James Little of the Biggs 4-11'h '
1
Club also was able to set a 0
1441,
patch through the aid of the
fund. From his one-tenth acre
he sold $20 worth of berries at
a roadside stand and had berries for home use. In all, five
used the revolvclub members
.
_
ing fund to get started in strawberry production.

On of the best ways to econThrough the cooperation of the
omize on the meat budget is to Greenup County 4-H Club Counserve fish. Not only it is a cil in setting up a revolving fund,
Kenneth Fields, 4-11'er, sold $40
cheap meat, but it is high in
worth of strawberries from his
-some. Serve- it with
•
patch:11e had borrowed $4 from
thing tart such as lemon wedges the fund for plants and fertilizer.
or a tangy sauce, suggests Miss
Florence Imlay, specialist in
foods at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky. Fish is especially good and easy to prepare when it is baked.
Baked Fish
2 pounds fish fillets
/
11
1 teaspoon salt
Ve teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons melted fat
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon grated onion
Paprika
Place the fish slices in a wellgreased pan. Add seasonings to
melted fat and pour over the
KEYS TO CITY — President Truman and President Romulo Gallegos of Venezuela hold keys to fish. Sprinkle
with paprika.
city presented by Mayor Doyle C. McCraw (second from right) of Bolivar, Mo. (July 5) after Bake in a moderate oven, 350
arrival. At left is Gov. Phil Donnelly of Missouri. Recalling that United States Independence Day degrees, for about 25 to 30 minure it's milk—or it might be a picture of
was July 4, Venezuela's July 5, he said "the joint celebration in this little town was a memor- utes, or until fish flakes easily
hogs or any other farm animal, poultry, or eggs
able occasion the like of which may never happen again." (AP Wirephoto)
fork.
a
with
when tested
—going to market. But it's more than that.
Menu: Baked fish, buttered
It's millions of pounds of soil fertility, espebecome President. His friends Kansas City night school while
County Woman
Bath
carrots, corn on the cob, cabcially lime, leaving your farms never to return.
reported he said, with a fright- serving on a country court but
bage and green pepper slaw, biswas not graduated. Duties of a Fixes Up Her Home
It takes a lot of lime to build the bones in el
ened look:
A lovely, modern kitchen, cuits, butter and apple dumpMissouri county court are adcow or hog, to put shells around your eggs,
"Don't say that; I don't let
ling.
with hot and cold running waand to supply the needed amount in milk. That
ministrative, not judicial.
myself think of it."
lime comes out of the soil into the roughage
After leaving high school, he ter ...and an electric stove, is
Mr. Truman long has been a
and grain these animals eat.
held various jobs ar errand boy just one of the improvements Tips For Housewives
practical politician and makes
and window washer in a drug which Mrs. Ralph Crounch of
From the College of AgriculRemember—you have to put back in the soil
no bones about it. However, the
store and as a wrapper of news- Bath county has carried out since ture and Home Economics, Uniwhat you take out. It's the first principle.of
pleasure he shows at meeting papers for mailing. He was a she became a member of a
these
versity of Kentucky, come
go*, farming.
people and talking with them is
$100-a-month bank clerk when homemakers club when it was household hints:
Replace your lime losses by using our agrino political pose. He is a nahis parents moved to Grandview first organized. Her entire home
I. To iron spun rayon withcultural limestone.
tural mixer who asks friends to from
Independence to help his shows the results of the lessons out causing a shine, use a wellcall him "Harry" and means it.
grandmother and uncle run a studied, she told Home Agent padded ironing board and iron
When he became President he 600-acre farm.
Lorraine Dicken, as she spoke of on the wrong side when the
told an Associated Press reportFor 11 years young Harry refinishing floors, woodwork and garment is slightly damp from
er: "I just want the folks I love Truman was a farmer. Years walls, selecting new window washing.
to know that if we can't get to- later when he received many shades and curtains, laying li2. When drawers stick, rub
gether in the old informal way, congratulatory messages for his noleum, having wiring checked
the bothersome place with fine
it is not of my choosing."
work as the head of a Senate for safety and buying new light sandpaper, then with paraffin,
On the other hand, he has committee investigating
w a r fixtures.
soap Or paste wax.
seemed to enjoy being Presi- spending, he said he liked best
Exterior beautification of her
3. In making salads, cut or
dent. Friends have noticed that the tribute his mother paid him: home included landscaping the
shred the vegetables or fruits
his face lights up with pleasure • "That boy could plow the lawn, planting evergreens, sowjust before serving to prevent
when the Marine Band strikes straightest row of corn in the ing bluegrass seed and graveling vitamin loss.
space.
up "Hail to the Cnief."
county. He was a farmer who the driveway and parking
4. Enameled furniture and
He has described the White could do everything just a little
woodwork may be cleaned by
House as the finest prison in the better than anyone else."
using a mixture of equal parts
world. Presidents, he said, are
He was greatly pleased when them. He appears able to avoid of vinegar, kerosene and warm
prisoners of the public but most his mother, 93, visited him in
clear water
easily when water. Rinse with
of them have liked it. He hold the White House, coming to worry and to relax
dry.
and
is done.
about going to a Washington Washington from Missouri in his day's work
5. To remove chewing gum
He is a member Of the Baptist
bank soon after he became chief his personal plane. When the
ice underand the first President from clothing, hold
church
executive.
plane landed, she looked with to become a thirty-third degree neath the spot; then lift the
As a senator he had gone there disgust at the gathering of bigand sponge
Truman and their gum from the fabric
without causing any commotion. wigs and camera men to greet Mason. Mrs.
tetrachloare Epis- the spot with carbon
Margaret
daughter,
But when he went there as her son and said "Oh, fiddleride.
copalians.
President, he found traffic block- sticks."
- - ed in four direction as he came
Mr. Truman got his political
out of the bank.
start with the aid of Tom PenMr. Truman has observed that dergast's Kansas
and
City
a President needed "a good Jackson Countyp olitical masense of humor". He has made chine.
irate replies to political critics
President Truman swims ocbut he has had the humor to casionally in the White House
jabs
such
take good-naturedly
pool, but his favorite form of
as: "Don't shoot the piano play- exercise in walking. He enjoys
er. He's doing the best he can." a friendly game of poker, wheHe told a Kansas City lunch- ther for pennies or higher
eon club that his antidote for stakes, and seldom takes more
going high-hat was found in the than a couple of drinks at a
Bible. "Whenever I am threaten- gathering. He doesn't smoke.
ed with going high hat," he
He gets a big bounce out of
said, "I turn to the Gospel of St. marching in parades with his
100,000 to 240,000 gallons of fresh water
Luke, sixth chapter, 26th verse. buddies of World War 1,
I recommend it highly to you.
The President joined in the
That's where I go when I am in laughter when a group of friends
Our American women are
danger."
helping celebrate his birthday
the most beautiful in the world. You, an American woman
memtold
he
which
verse,
The
gave him an alley cat concealcan share this marvelous gift! At The Rexall Store beginning
bers to go home and look up ed in an imitation layer-cake
July 19 the Cara Nome Specialist will give 45 minute confor themselves is: "Woe unto you made of cardboard. He himself
sultations to just ten a day ... to solve individual problems.
when all men shall speak well has played similar jokes on
These consultations are not hurrysup demonstrations. They
of you. For so did their fathers White House reporters.
are private ... and by appointment only ... so hurry! You'll
to the false prophets."
He loves music and plays the
learn the true benefits of a restful Cara Nome facial . . . a
When he was in the Senate, piano for relaxation. While atBARBECUE DINNERS SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS
glorifying makeup . . . and a skin analysis that will faithdoesn't
fellow
"A
he remarked:
,
tending the Potsdam conference,
fully outline your daily complexion needs.
senaa
be
have to be so big to
No obligation, naturally. Just another service that makes
he played Beethoven's minuet in
tor. You just have to work at it." G at the joint request of Stalin
the Rexall Drug Store the best place in town to shop! ApDuring his Senate career of and Churchill at a state dinner
pointment hours .. . 9 to 4:45. Telephone now!
10 years, Mrs. Truman did her he gave for the Russian and
own housework. He frequently British leaders.
helped her by d,rying the supSlips of the tongue have put
per dishes she had washed. She him in embarrasing positions,
in turn helped edit his speeches. but he doesn't seem bothered by
The Democrats are planning
to make the most of Mr. Truman's homespun qualities and
flair for down-to-earth speech in
the coming campaign. His impromptu talks to people that
he can see usually carry more
punch than his radio addresses.
He never attended college. He
had to go to work upon graduation from Independence, Mo.,
high school. He sudied law at a
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of our delicious ice cream.
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COMBINE YOUR RILLS
ALL INTO ONE
SAVES CASH EACH MONTH
IS EASY DON!

13ile Dol..._icei,
Five or ten dollars a month
bills
on each of a number of
takes for more money each
month than the payments on
o personal loon to pay them
in full. Simply 'phone and
tell vs how much you near!.
home a
On your way home tonight, take
-temptextra
pint of our ice cream for an
ing, surprise dessert
(Emu Old* Of Square)
PA Court Square, Prinoiten
Pho, 470

One of the grestest refrigerators
ever built. fi.rubir.feet rapacity.
. Parked with
EttraLarge f r
rpeclal convenience features.

Less expensive version of the De
Lute Space Maker. 8-eublefoot,
rapacity. llas many of the convenience features of De Lute model.

Lew Priced Space
Maker N8-8
A big refrigerator value at a minimum price. fiArtiliir-foot rapacity.
Built to same rigid rperificationa
as highest•priced model.
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lOrganization Meeting
For Chapman Planned
At Murray Thursday

s For
?,ryice
rriday

Water Safety
Training Begun

se

Louisville
Al'
Edward F.
Settler, State campaign chairUMW for Rep. Virgil Chapman,
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for U. S. senator, announced Tuesday organization
meetings for Chapman have been
nuagedsin the, First-end Sixth
Congressional districts.
The First District meeting will
be held at 8 p.m. (CST) Thursday at the courthouse in Murray,
ith State Sen. George E. Overbey presiding, Seiller said.
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sponsored by the Red Cross, at U water
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KUULIWH Pool Monday night.
Others enrol,.
Sessions are being held three Paul Cumin,
hours a night, from 7 to 10 gory, Bayle,
o'clock, this week and next, ex- Webb,
Joel Stalliscept Saturday and Sunday, ac- Barnes,
Willard Mr,ore
cording to the national Red Cross ett Son.
instructor, William
Ryan of
Washington, D. C.
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- "Persons making long distance
calls will be the first to feel eftet
fects of higher rates for customers of Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company. The increases become effective Friday
in about 150 Kentucky cities, including Princeton.
Long distance rates will be
hiked five to 15 cents on most
(Continued from Page One)
station-to-station calls of more
than 72 miles and on some under was at that session.
18 miles. Rates on most personOthers present were Haddon
to-person calls of more than 10 Johnson, Souther
n Railway Sysmiles will also be raised.
tem; C. G. Siegman, tax attorney
Boosts in business and residence rates, which are increased for the Chesapeake and Ohio
25 cents a month in some cases, Railroad; R. J. Wagner, tax atwill be reflected for the first torney for the Louisville & Nashtime in bills to be sent out Au ville Railroad; Lew Ulrich, mangust 8, R. C. Tuck, district man- ager of the Kentucky Motor
Transport Association; J. T. Metager, said Tuesday.
calf, general attorney for the L.
The State Public Service Com& N.; R. C. Beckett, Chicago. DEMOCRATS GET THE SEATS FILLED
mission has scheduled a hearing
- Delegates to the national convention fill most seats and jam,the aisles
in the
general attonrey for the I. C.; D. middle of the opening session of
on the rate hikes for July 27, but
the conclave, (July 12) in Philadelphia. Vacant seats were plentiful earlier,
but they gradJ. Dunne, vice president of Hu- ually filled. (AP Wirephoto)
the new schedule will become
ber & Huber Motor Co., Wood
operative 11 days ahead of that
and Farmer. The latter is a tax
date under a $750,000 bond postAdministrator's Notice
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consultant for several electric
ed by the company to insure reAll persons knowing themseland gas companies in the state.
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truck
or tractor. Get our price persons having claims against
new income through the revised companies agreed
14-foot boat. Furniture same
to postpone acHodge Motor and Implement said estate present same, proper- before the Kiwanis Club, July
rates J. M. McAlister of Louis- tion for a year
as
new.
Phone
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while Reeves
Company. Phone 87.
ville, Kentucky manager for the wrestles with the problem
tic ly proven, on or before the above 24, by C. B. Tolbert, of the
Sisk, 212 Grace street.
of tryltp
Southern Bell Telephone and
company, said the increase is ing to improve local
date.
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ble man with car wanted to
ed apartment with private
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State Teachers College, P. 0. Kennedy and
Stallins - Elect- SPINET PIANO: Lovely little
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SUMMER HOME NEEDS
AT REAL SAVINGS!

Final Clearance Of All Summer
Furniture

Glider Rain Coat

Regular $59.50 Value
New

49.50

Made of genuine red oak.
Smooth

Here's the way to

SAFE DRIVING...

RADENOW

Wood Settee

Smooth, easy gliding.

14.75

3-passenger settee

suitable

for porch or lawn. Painted,
ready for use. Truly a bar-

For New ATLAS Grip-Safe TIRES

gain.
$12.75 Value
Close Out

5.95
, arm

al finish. Consisting of setand

Mir

pull-up

lact-

chair.
$24.75 Value

12 oz. eau

qt. bottle

3 dozen

25 lb. bag $2.19
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12.75

WADING POOLS-All-Metal Frame
$16.75 Value
now only $12.75
ALL-METAL GLIDER CHAIR-Slat Back,
Seat
$16.75 Value . .
. . . $12.75
HICKORY SETTEE -For Lawn or Porch
$16.75 Value ..........,
. only $9.95
HICKORY PULL CHAIR-$9.95 Value
Close out . . . .
.
.
. . $4.95
CHILD'S 2-PASSENGER ALL-METAL
GLIDER---$16.75 Value
. . . . $9.95
These Are Only a Few of the Many Items Offered
During This Great Clearance Event!

Jordan Furniture Co.
(Incorporated)
"HOPKINSVILLE'S LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
"
Go.
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bottle

•••

Made of sturdy oak. Natur-
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VINEGAR
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SUGAR ""
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natural finish.
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Wood Gliders
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PICKLES
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WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
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